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ABSTRACT

'
In the design theory
of relational databases, funetional dependeneies
'

(FDs) and multivalued dependeneies (MVDs) are the most fundamental and
important eonstraints. In this thesis, we deal' with three topies on these
'

dependeneies. .'

'
(1) Database seheme design: Reeently, the representative instanee has
'

been proposed as a suitable model for representing the "eurrent" value of a

database seheme under the weak universal instanee assumption. Let B =
' where eaeh Ri is a set of
{<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database seheme,

attributes and Fi is a set of FDs over Ri. We show that (a) it ean be
'
determined
in O(nlF"IFII) time whether 8' is eonsistent, where F =
'
'
Fl V ...U Fn, IFI is the number of FDs in F, and llFll is the size of the
tt
deseription
of F, and that (b) given a subset V of Rl U ... U Rn, we ean

'

eonstruet in O(nlFlllFli) time a relational expression whose value is the
total projeetion of the representative instanee onto V for every database
instance of 8, provided that B is eonsistent.

(2) Dependeney implieation: Let R be a set of attributes and let
Un 5! ... $ Ul $ Uo S R. Let D = FU MV MI V ... V M., where (a) F is a set

of FDs Z+W satisfying ZE Uo or WAUo = l, (b) M is a set of MVDs Z ++ W

over T satisfying at least one of ZSUo C- T, WnUo = l, and
(T - (Z V W)) A Uo = Z, and (e) eaeh Mi, 1 <. iS n, is a set of MVDs over

Ui. Let d be an MVD X"Y over V (or an FD X+Y). We present the
'

foilowing results on the problem of determining whether D implies d,
'
If X,Y `..:. VS Uo, then the problem is solvable. If X,Y SV .C- Un, then
'

'
the problem ean be solved in O(ilDll.IYand
-XD time. If XSU

n
'
X,Y SV C.. Uo, then the problern can be solved in
O(llDl19•IU.n-1
-' Xl.i!.1(IUi - Ui.ll + 1)) time.
'

(3) View dependency implieation;' A query ean be formulated in terms of a

relational algebra expression using projectSon, seleetion, restrietion,

eross produet, and union. We show that it is NP-eomplete to determine
'

'

whether given a database seheme B, a database I of B, and a relational

expression E, view E(I) is not empty. And we show that (g) it is
NP-eomplete to determine whether given a database seheme g, a database I of
B, a relational expression E, and a tuple p, view E(I) eontains p, but that

(b) if E contains no projeetion, then it ean be determined in polynomial
time.

'
Next, we consider the problem of determining whether a given dependeney

d is valid in a given relational expression E over a given database sehemg
.B, and present the following results.

Casel: The ease where each relation seheme in R is assoeiated with FDs
'
and d is an FD. Then the eomplement of the problem is NP-eomplete. If E
'
contains no union, then the problem ean be solved in polynomial time. Under

the eondition that at most two distinet values oeeur in any database
instance of B, the eomplement of the problem is NP-eomplete (even if E
'
contains no union).
.

'
Case2: The ease where eaeh relation seheme in R is assoeiated with FDs

and full MVDs and d is an FD or a full MVD. Then the problem is solvable.
'

Even if E eonsists only of selections and cross products, the problem is
NP-hard. If E eontains no union and eaeh relatlon seheme name in R oceurs
at most onee in E, then the problem ean be solved in polynomial time. '
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
'

ln relational databases, the notion of dependeney, whieh is a
'
eonstraint on relations, is eentral'
to the design of database sehemes.
.
'
Funetional .gtgpgl!s!st}gl.gd (FDs) [Codd 70] [Armstrong 7U] and multivalued
stSRgpsls!ppt,ede cies (MVDs) [Fagin 77] [Zaniolo 76] are the most fundamental and

'
important
dependeneies. In this thesis, we deal with tbe following three

topies on FDs and MVDs: (1) database sehgme design, (2) dependeney
'

implieation, and (3) view dependeney implieatÅ}on. These are described
'

bel owl.

1.1 Database Scheme Design

In the design theory of relational databases, the "real world" is
modeled by a single universal relation seheme <U,D>, where U is a set of

attributes and D is a set of eonstraints over U. The database seheme
'

representing the real world is defined.by an ordered set3 = {<Rl,Dl>, ...,
'
<Rn,Dn>} of relation sehemes,
where U = Rl U ... U Rn and eaeh Di,is a set
of eonstraints that is "inherited" from D [Beeri et al 78]. Then an ordered
set I = {rl, ..., rn} of relations is ealled a database of B if eaeh ri is a

relat;on over Ri. Furthermore, if eaeh ri satisfies Di, then I is ealled a
database instance of R. It ean be eonsidered that a database instanee of R

represents the "eurrent" value of the universal relation scheme <U,D> in
'

some way. It has been often assumed that for a database instance I = {rl,
'
..., rn} of & there must be a single relation r over U, ealled a .pylr:!

universal instanee for I, sueh that (1) r satisfies D and (2) eaeh ri
'

coineides with the projeetion of r onto Ri. Then the relation r is
considered as the "current" value of the universal relation seheme <U,D>.
'

1

However, the pure universal instance assumption is eontroversial and there

are some eritieisms [Beeri et al 78] [Kent 81]. Reeently, a weakened
version of this assumption has been proposed, whieh states that for a
database instance I = {rl, ..., rn} of & there must be a single relation r
over U, ealled a weak universal instanee for I, sueh that (1) r satisfies D

and (2) eaeh ri is eontained in the projeetion of r onto Ri [Honeyman 82]
[Sagiv 81] [Ullman et al 82]. Under the weak universal instanee assumption,

the pmt t tive instanee of I is a suitable model for representing the
"eurrent" value of <U,D> [Ullman et al 82]. It is known that there is a
weak universal instanee for a database instanee I of B if and only if the
representative instanee of I satisfies D [Honeyman 82] [Ullman et al 82].

In this thesis, we assume a weak universal instanee, but not a pure
universal instanee.

'

An important principle for designing a database scherneg = {<Rl,Dl>,
..., <Rn,Dn>} from a given universal relation seheme <U,D> is that for every

database instanee of B, there is a weak universal instanee; that is, the
representative instanee of every database instanee of g always satisfies D.
Beeause if so, then the global eonsisteney of a database I = {rl, ..., rn}

of B depends only on the loeal eonsisteney of each relation ri; that is,

there is no interrelational eonstraint among the relation scheme in B
[Beeri et al 78] [Maier et al 80].

Consider the ease where only FDs are given as constraints, and a cover
of the FDs is embodied in the database seheme. That is, for given universal

relation seheme <U,F> and database scheme B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>}, a
cover of F is equivalent to that of Fl U ... V Fn, where F, Fl, ..., Fn are

sets of FDs. We say that a database seheme B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} iS

consistent if the representative instanee of every database instanee I =

{rl, ..., rn} of .!L always satisfies FIU...UFn. The notion of
eonsisteney is equivalent to the notion that "loeal eonsisteney implies
'
'

'
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'

global eonsisteney" in [Sagiv 83] and the notion that "g is independent with

respeet to Fl U ... U Fn" in [Graham and Yannakakis 82]. Jn this thesis, we
eonsider the following two problems.
<1) Deterrnine whether 8 is eonsistent.

(2) Given a subset V of Rl U ... U Rn and a database instanee I of B, how
ean we compute effieiently the total J2zg.iggitz;Lglli of the representative

instanee onto V? ,
The eomputation of the total projeetion is important for evaluating a
query that refers to the set V with respeet to the representative instanee

[Sagiv 83] [Ullman et al 82]. ,

'

'
Sagiv [Sagiv 83] showed some results on these problems. As for problem
'

(1), he showed a neeessary and suffieient eondition, ealled the uniqueness
eondition, for B to be consistent under the restrietion that eaeh <Ri,Fi> is
t/
a Boype-Codd norrnal fotim seheme, that is, the left-hand side of every FD in

Fi is the key of Ri. As for problem (2), he showed a quadratie algorithm
for eonstrueting a relational expression whose value is the total projeetion

of the representative instanee onto V for every database instanee I of B,

provided that .B satisfies the uniqueness eondition. The relational
expression consists of projeetions, extension joins [Honeyman 80], and
unions, and thus its value for a database instance of B ean be computed
efficiently. And then he showed a quadratie algorÅ}thm for minSrnizing the

number of unions and joins of the relational expression. The following

negative results on a Boyee-Codd normal forrn are known
[Beeri and Bernstein 79].
(a) There is a universal relation seheme that ean not be transformed into

any Boyee-Codd normal form database seheme. And it is NP-hard to determine

whether a given universal relation seheme ean be transformed into a
'
Boyee-Codd normal form database
seheme.• •.
'
(b) It is NP-eomplete to determine whether a given relation seheme i$ not
3

a Boyee•-Codd normal form seheme.

As for' problern (1), Graharn and Yannakakis [Graham and Yannakakis 82]

and, independently, the authors [Ito et al 83b] showed polynomial time
algorithms for determining whether a given database seheme .R is consistent

with no restriction on B. The algorithm of [Graham and Yannakakis 82]
'
requires repeated tableau
eornputations. The basÅ}e idea of the•authors'

algorithm is essentially the same as that of theirs, but the authors'
algorithm is simpler and easier to implement, sinee no tableau computation
is needed.

'

In this thesis, we show the following results, which are based on
[Ito et al 83b] [Iwasaki et al 82],

(1) lt ean be determined in O(nlF"IFII) tirne whether g is eonsistent,
where F = Fl U ... U Fn, IFI is the number of FDs in F, and 11FII Å}s the size

of the description of F.

'
(2) We can eonstruet in O(nlF"IFII) time a relational expression whose

value is the total projeetion of the representative instanee'onto V for
every database instance of B, provided thatg is eonsistent. The relational
expression eonsists of projeetions, extension joins, and unions.
(3) The relational expression above ean be transformed in O(nlFlllFil) time

into a "simplified" relational expression in whieh (i) the relational
expression eontains neither redundant unions nor redundant joins and (ii)

the projeetions of the relational expression are exeeuted as early as
possible when evaluating the relational expression for a database instanee
of 8. Note that the time and spaee for evaluating the relational expression
ean.be saved by executing the projeetions as early as possible.

The topie of this seetion is diseussed in Chapter 2. Result (1) above

is shown in Section 2.2. Results (2) and (3) are shown in Sections 2.3.1
and 2.3.2, respeetively.
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1.2 Dependeney Implication
'

'

Implieation problem for dependeneies is the problem of determining
whether a given set D of dependencies implies another given dependency d,

that is, whether whenever a relation satisfies D, it always satisfies d.
The importanee of this problem is summarized in [Ullrnan 81]. Implieation
problern for FDs ean be solved in linear time [Beeri and Bernstein 79], and
implieation problem for FDs and full MVDs ean be solved in polynomial time

[Beeri 80] [Galil 82] [Hagihara et al 79] [Sagiv 80]. To the author's
'
knowledge, however, it is open whether implieation problem for embedded MVDs
'

is solvable. The following possibly negative.results on this problem are
known, and it seems diffieult to solve this problem eompletely.

(a) There is no finite set of inferenee rules that is eomplete for
embedded MVDs [Parker and Parsaye-Ghomi 80] [Sagiv and Walecka 82]. Note

that there is a eomplete set of inferenee rules for FDs and full MVDs
[Beeri et al 77].

(b) Implieation problem for template dependencies is unsolvable
[Gurevich and Lewis 82'

] [Vardi 82]. Note that a template dependency is a

generalization of embedded MVDs [Sadri and Ullman 82].

In this thesis, we show sorne restrieted solutions on the implieation

problem for FDs and embedded MVDs, whieh are based on [Ito et al 80]
[Ito et al 83a].

We denote an MVD over a set V of attributes by X ++ Y(V). Let R be a

set of attributes and let Un gl ... 5E UI ;i Uo .C- R. Let D =
FU MUMIV ...U Mn, where
(i) F' is a set of FDs Z+W' satisfying Z C.- Uo or WA Uo = l,
(ii) M is a set of MVDs Z ++ W(V) satisfying at least one of Z C.- Uo S V,

WA Uo = or, and (V - (ZUW))A Uo = g, and
(iii) eaeh Mi for 15 iS n is a set of MVDs over Ui.

Note that M may eontain full MVDs. Then we have the following three
5

results.

(1) Let X,Y {{l V .C- Uo. It is deeidable whether X ++ Y(V) (or x+y) is

'

.
(2) Let X,Y {F VSU,. It ean be determined
in O(INDIi.IY-XI) time
'
whether X ++ Y(V) (or X + Y) is implied by D. '

(3) Let XSU. and let X,Y E!IVSUo. It can be deteimined in
o(IIDII2.Iu. - xl."

,. :.ll11(lui - ui.ll + 1)) time whether x ++ y(v) (or x + y) is

implied by D.

The topic of this section is diseussed in Chapter 3. Result (1) is
shown in Section 3.2.1. Results (2) and (3) in the ease of X ++ Y(V) are
' '
shown in Seetions 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively. Results (2) and (3) in the

ease of X+Y are shown in Seetion 3.2.4. Finally in Section 3.3.2, an
extension of result (1) to a class of funetional and template dependeneies
is shown, which is based on [Ito et al elb].

t.

'

tt
'
1.3 View Dependeney Implieation

'

Relational algebra is known as a query language for relational
databases. It has six operators on relations; projeetion, seleetion,
restriction, cross produet, union, and set differenee [Codd 72]. A query
'

ean be formulated in terms of a relational expression consiting of the above
'

six operators and relatton scheme names in a gSven database seheme as
operands [Ullman 80]. In this thesis, set difference is not eonsidered. A

relational expression E is eonsidered as a mapping frorn databases I to,
relations E(I) ealied views.
We first eonsider the following tabo deeÅ}sion problems on views, whcih

'

are the most fundamental problerns in query proeessing. ,
(a) View nonemptiness problem: Given a database scheme B, a database I of
B, and a relational expression E, determine whether view E(1) is not empty.
(b) Tuple membership problem: Given a database seheme .B, a database I of

6

B, a relational expression E, and a tuple u, determine whether u is in E(1).

We show the following results, whieh are based on [Ito et al 82]. (1) Both problems are NP-eornplete in general.

(2) If E contains no projection, then the tuple membership problem can be
solved in polynomial time.

'

Let B = {<Rl,Dl>, ..., <Rn,Dn>} be a database scheme, let E be a
relational expression, and let d'be a dependeney. Then d is said to be
valid in E over 8 if for every database instanee I = {rl, ..., rn} of &

view E(I) always satisfies d. We eonsider the problern, ealled the
implieation problem for view dependeneies, of determining whether a given

dependenay d is valid in a given relational expression E over a given
,

database seheme B. This problem ean be divided into the following two
eases.

Casel: Eaeh relation seheme in a is assoeiated only with FDs (that is, .!}
is of the form {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>}) and d is an FD.

Case2: Eaeh relation seheme in R is assoeiated with full MVDs as well as

FDs (that is, B is of the form {<Rl,FIU MI>, ..., <Rn,FnU Mn>}) and d is
an FD or a full MVD.

The importanee of the implieation problem for view dependeneies is
stated in [Klug 80] and [Kiug and Priee 82]. Klug [Klug 80] showed that in
Casel, this problem is solvable (that is, it is deeidable whether d is valid

in E over B). And then Klug and Priee [Klug and Priee 82] and,
independently, the authors [Ito et al 81] showed that in Case2, this problem

is stiii solvable. As for this problern, we show the following results,
whieh are based on [Ito et al 81a] [Ito et al 82] [Ito et al 83e].
(3) ln Case2, the implieation problem for view dependeneies is solvable.

(4) In Casel, the eomplement of the implieation problem for view
dependeneies is NP-eomplete. That is, it is NP-eomplete to determine
whether d is not valid in E over R.
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(5) In Case2, even if E eonsists only of selections and cross products,

the implication problem for view dependeneies is NP-hard. (The only known

algorithm for solving this problem .is exponential in time and spaee
[Maier et al 79].)

(6) In Casel, if E eontains no union, then the implieation problem for

view dependeneies ean be solved in polynomial time. ,
(7) ln Case2, if E eontains no union and each relation seherne name Ri in

B oeeurs at most once in E, then the implication problem for view
dependencies can be solved in polynomial time.

A scheme design method in relational databases is to deeompose a given
relation seheme <R,D> into a set {<Rl,Dl>, ..., <Rn,Dn>} of smaller relation
sehernes (ef. [Beeri 79] [Beeri et al 78] [Rissanen 77]). !t is important to

examine whether the deeomposition preserves the original constraints D
[Beeri 79] [Maier et al 80]. 'This examination ean be generalized as the

problem of determining whether a given dependeney d'is valid in
Rl X ...X Rn, where RiN Rj is the natural join of Ri and Rj. It is known

that in Casel above, this problem can be solved in polynomial time
[Rissanen 77] [Maier et al 80]. However, in Case2, it has not been known

whether this problem ean be solved in poiynomial time. As a eorollary of
result (7) above, we show the following result.
(8) Zn Case2, it ean be determÅ}ned in polynornial time whether a given FD
or a fuil MVD is valid in Rl >( ... IXI Rn.

When eonsidering the implieation problem for (view) dependeneies, we

usually assume that the domains of the values in databases are infinite.
However, in practiee, we must often eonsider finite domains (e.g., domain

{male, fernale} or {sunday, monday, ..., saturday}). We say that d is
k-valid in E over B if for every database instanee 1 of B in whieh at mosb k

distinct values oeeur, view E(1) satisfies d. It is possible that d is not

valid but k-valid in E over .B. Theoretieally, 2-validity is the simplest
'

8

case in finite dornains, sinee if only one value oeeurs in a database
instanee 1 of B, then E(I) triviaUy satisfies any dependeney d, and thus
1-validity is meaningless. Finally we show the foliowing result.

(9) In Casel, even if E eonsists only of seleetions, restrietions, and

cross produets, the problem of determining whether d is not 2-valid in E

overRis NP-complete. (Note result (6) above.) .
The topic of this seetion is diseussed in Chapter 4. Results (3) and

(2) are shown in Seetions 4.2.1 and '

4.2.2, respeetively. Results (3)

through (6) are shown in Seetions U.3.1 through U.3.4, respeetively.
Results <7) and (8) are shown in Seetion 4.3.5. Result (9) is shown in
Section 4.3.6.

9

CHAPTER 2
'
SOME RESULTS ON THE REPRESENTATIVE INSTANCE
1
Irp this ehapter, we diseuss the topic of the representative instance.
In Seetion 2.1, we provide basie definitions. rn Seetion 2.2, we present a
polynomial time algorithm for determining whether a given database seheme is

consistent. In Seetion 2.3, we present a polynomial time algorithm for
eonstrueting a relational expression whose value is the total projeetion of

the representative instance onto a given set of attributes, provided that
'

the 'database seheme is eonsistent. And then a polynomial time

'
'
simplifieation method of the relational expression is presented.

tt
2.1 Definitions
A relation r over a set R = {Al, ..., Am} of attributes is a finite set
of .lt2yLp,Lgal that are members of the Cartesian produet dom(Al) X ... Å~'dom(Am),

where dom(Ai) is the domain of values of Ai. A relation ean be viewed as a

table sueh that each row is a tuple and eaeh eolumn is labeled by an
attribute. Let ll be a tuple of r. For an attribute A in R, u[A] denotes
the vaiue of p in A eolumn. For a subset X of R, u[X] denotes the values of

p in X eolumns. We use A, B, C, ... for attributes, and ..., X, Y, Z for
sets of attributes. We often wrÅ}te A for the singleton set {A}, and XY for
'
'

A functional wwd d (over R) [Armstrong 74] [Codd 70], abbreviated

to FD, is a statement X+ Y, where X apd Y are subsets of R. A relation r
is said to ssa!tzi.sl:ysf X +Y if for all tuples u and v of r, v[X] = v[X] implies
p[Y] = v[Y]. A set F of FDs is said to ]i,I!J2s]cm 1 an FD f if whenever a relation

satisfles all FDs in F, it also satisfies FD f. For a set X of attributes,
'
the elosure of X with respeet to F is a set of attributes defined by j4(X,F)
'
'
10

= {A I F implies X+A}. We ean eompute 7(X,F) in linear time
[Beeri and Bernstein 79].

'
In the following we often consider a relation with variables. That is,
a tuple of a relation tnay eontain variables in some eolumns.' For two tuples

p and v, p[A] = v[A] if and only if p and v have either the same eonstant or

the same variable Å}n A column. We saY that p and v agreg in X eolumns lf
v[X] = v[x].

Let r be a relation that may eontain variables and let F be a set of

FDs. The chase of r under F is a relation obtained by applying FD-rules,
whieh are defined below, for F to r until no rule can be applied anymore
[Aho et al 79] [Maier et al 79]. An applieation sequence of FD-rules for F
to r is ealled a chase p! s2s}gs!EL of r under F.

FD-rules: An FD X+Y in F has an assoeiated rule as follows. Suppose
that there are two tuples p and v tbqt agree in X eolumns. FD-rule for

X+Y exeeutes the following for eaeh attributeA in Y- X. •
(1) If p (or v) has a variable v in A eolumn and v (or u) has a eonstant
e in that eolumn, then replaee all oeeurrenees of v in A column wÅ}th e.

(2) If u and v have different variables vl and v2 in A column, then
replaee all oeeurrenees of vl in A colurnn with v2.

If v and v have different eonstants in A column, then•u and v are said

to eonfliet (for X+Y). In this ease, the ehase of r under F,does not

satisfy F. By FD-rule for X+Y, p and v will be equated in Y eolumns
unless p and v eonfliet. The ehase of r under F satisfies F if and only if

no eonflietion oeeurs by any ehase proeess of r under F. If the ehase
satisfies F, then it is unique up to renaming of variables [Maier et al 79].

A relation seheme is a pair <R,F>,of a set R of attrlbutes and a set F

of FDs over R. A database seheme over a set U of attributes is an ordered

Set .B = {<RvFl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} of relation sehernes sueh that u =
RlU ...U Rn. An ordered set I= {rl, ..., rn} of relations is called a
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database. of B if eaeh ri is a relation over Ri. Furthermore if eaeh ri
'
satisfies Fi, then I is ealled a database instanee of & In this ehapter,

we mainly eonsider database instanees, and assume that no database of g

eontains any variable. ' '
'

We assume that F (= Fl V ... U Fn) is a oover of all the FDs imposed on

the database by the user, that is, a 'cover of the FDs is embodied in the

database seherne. Given a universal relation scheme <U,F> and a
decomposition {Rl, ..., Rn} of U, it ean be determined in polynomial tÅ}me

whether a eover of F is embodied by the deeomposition, that is, whether
there is a database seheme 8 = {<Bl,Flr>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} over U such that a
cover' of Fl U ... U Fn is equivalent to that of F [Beeri and Honeyman 81].
This assumption impiies Assumption2.1 below.
'
1'

AtsEggu2!al,gpm ti 2 1: If an FD X+Y is implied by F and XY .C.- Ri, then X+Y is

also implied by Fi. .' '
'

Let I = {rl, ..., rn} be a database instance of B. Eaeh r'i ean be

viewed as a relation over U, denoted augu(ri), by adding eolumns for the

attributes in U- Ri that eontain distinet variables. That is, for eaeh
tuple p of ri, there is a tuple of augu(ri), denoted augu(v), that agrees
with v in Ri eolumns and has di,stinet variables (that do not appear in any

other tuple) for the attributes in U - Ri. We define augu(I) =
'
augu(rl) V ... U augu(rn). We assume that eaeh variable oeeurs once in only

one tuple of augu(I). The pmter entativ instance of the database 1,
denoted rep(!), is defined as the ehase of augu(!) under F [Honeyman 82]
[Sagiv 81] [Vassiliou 80]. The database seheme R is said to be eonsistent
if for every database instanee I of a, rep<I) satisfies F, that is, no
'

tt

eonflietion oecurs by any ehase proeess of .augu(1) under F.

For simplieity, we have the following two assumptions.

pmt m ti 2 2: Eaeh Fi satisfies the following eonditions. For all X -. Y
in Fi,
.t
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(a) y = :iF(X,Fi) - X,

(b) X.+ Y is not implied by Fi - {X + Y}, and

(e) for no proper subset X' of X, X' +Y is implied by Fi.

,A quadratie algorithm for tran'sforming a set of FDs into the set
satisfying eonditions (a), (b), and (e) above is known [Bernstein 76].
Assum tion2. : Let X + Y and Z + W be FDs in F. If XY C.-: ZW, then X + y

and Z+W are in the same set (that is one of Fl, ..., Fn). -1,
Note that it ean be determined in O(IFIIIFII) time whether F satisfies

Assumption2.3. If F does not satisfy Assumption2.3, then B is not
conslstent, as explained below. Suppose that there are two FDs X + 1( and
Z + W such that (1) XY C. ZW and (2) X + Y and Z + W are in different se ts Fi

and Fj, respeetively. Then Fj as well as Fi imply X +Y by Assumption2.1.

Consider a database instance I = {rl, ..., rn} of B sueh that (1) rÅ}
eonsists of only one tuple that has a eonstant e in all the columns, (2) rj
eonsists of only one tuple that has the eonstant c exactly in X columns (and

another constants in Rj - X eolumns), and (3) any other relation is empty.

Then a conflietion for X+Y oceurs in augu(1), and thus B is not
eonsistent.
t.
'

2.2 Testing Consisteney of a Database Seheme
• In this seetion we present an algorithm for determÅ}ning whether a given

tt

databqse seheme is eonsistent. '

2.2.I Conditions for oonsisteney of a database seheme •
Let g = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database seheme over. U. In this

seetion we present some eonditions that are useful for developing an
algorithm for determining whether .B is eonsistent.

Let I = {rl, ..., rn} be a database instanee of B. Consider a chase
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proeess of augu(I) under F. If a tuple p of augu(I) is transformed lnto a
tuple v' by a number of applications of FD-rules for F, then # is said to be

extended to v' by F, and v' is ealled an extension of v. An application'of

FD-rule for an FD X+Y in Fi to p and v that agree in X eolumns is said to
be restrieted if either y or v is an extension of a tuple of augu(ri). If v

is the extension, then v is equated to p Å}n Y eolumns by the restrieted
'
applieation unless v and v conflict, and v remains
unehanged. Let v be the

resulting tuple. Then v' agrees with v in U -Y eolumns and agrees with v
in Xy• columns. we denote the restrieted application by v I=2=X> v' (or
u
simply v 5=:=X> v'). If u and v conflict for X •Y in Fi (that ts, u and v
agree in X eolumns but have different constants in A column for an attribute
A Sn' Y) and lf eSther p or v is an extension of a tuple of augu(ri), then
the eonflietion is said to be restricted. Then we have the following lemma,
whose proof is given in Appendix 1.

[Lemma2.1] If g is not consistent, then there is a database instance 1 of

B sueh that a restrieted eonflietion oceurs by extending only one tuple of
augu(I) by only restrieted applieations of FD-rules for F and leaving all

other tuples unehanged. [] '
tt

F•or a relation seheme <Ri,FÅ}>, a sequenee Xl . Yl, ..., Xm + Ym of FDs
'

in F d- Fi is ealled a derivation of a subset V of U from Ri if
'
Xk S RiYl...Ykel for 1S k S. m and V C-- RiYl...Ym. If Xl + Yl, ...f Xm + Ym

is a derivation of V from Ri, then the set {Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym} implieSi

Ri r' Yl....Ym. And then Ri + Yl...Ym implies Ri + V. Thus it holds that
'
V S 9e(Ri,F). In thls seetion, we eonsider only the ease where V is a

singleton set {A} and Ym eontains A. Sueh a derivation is called a

derivation ofAfrom Ri. '
'
'
A derivation Xl + Yl, ..., Xrn + Ym of A from Ri is said to be elose if
'
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'

it satisfies the following property.

sP::gl2gz!-ct 2 1: For each Xk . Yk with 15k5 m, if there is an FD X+Y in
F sueh that XY SiE XkYk and X g RiYl...Yk-1, then there is an FD XÅí • Y2 sueh

that 152S k-1 and XY SXxYg. •
Picoperty2.1 is restated as foUows. For an FD X+Y in Fj, we define
eov er(X + Y) = {Z + W I Z + W is in Fj and ZW .C- XY }. Su ppose that Xk + Yk

is in Fj and let HS•k) be the interseetion of Fj and {Xl+Yl, ...,
Xk-1 + Yk-1}. We define eover(HS•k)) = Ux . y in H(,k)eover(X + Y). Then
J

Property2.1 is equivalent to the condition that for eaeh Xk + Yk with

1Sk,S m, if there is an FD X+Y Å}n Fj such that XY$XkYk and
X S RiYl...Yk-1, then X + Y is in eov er(HS• k)). That is, Xk + yk is a

minimal FD in Fj - eover(HS•k)) satisfying Xk S RiYl...Yk-1. '
Let Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym be a derivation of A from Ri. Suppose that
Hg•M) be the interseetion of Fj and
the last FD Xm + Ym is in Fj and let '

{Xl"Yl, ..., Xm-1'Ymel}. Xm'Ym is said to be irredueÅ}ble (with
respee' t to the derivation Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym of A from Ri) if Xm + A is

not implied by eover(HS•M)).

[Lemma2.2] If B is not consistent, then one of the following holds.
'
(i) There is a elose derivation Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym of an attribute in
Ri from Ri itself sueh that Xm + Ym is irredudible.

(ii) There are two elose derivations Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws and Pl • Ql,
..., Pt + Qt of an attribute in U from RÅ} sueh that Zs + Ws and Pt + Qt are
irreduoible and different.
'

(Proof) If B is not consistent, then there is a database instance I .=

{rv ..., rn} of g that satÅ}sfies conditÅ}on of Lemma2.1. Suppose that a
tuple vl of augu(ri) is extended to a tuple vm by restrieted applieations of

FD-rules for Xl +Yl, ..., Xm-1 +Ym-1 in this order and suppose that vm
'
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restrietedly eonfliets with a tuple um of augu(rj) for an FD Xm + Ym in Fj.

That is, vm and pm agree in Xm columns but have different constants in A
eoiumn for an attribute A in ym. The. chase proeess is denoted vi I-'l=r-=I-l>
v2 i-g=;til-lg> ... I-Ipe:--i=i-;;:11g7:-2> vm. For i s k s m, vk has constants exact:i'in

RiYl...Yk-.1 eolumns and Xk S RiYl,..Yk-1, as explained next. Initially vl

has eonstants exaetly in Ri columnsr If vk has eonstants exaetly in
!i.',Yi••,•,Yks-i,,e,o,i.u.m.n,s,,-,the,n,vk,+,i hi.aK-s.r.e.-/LnK-s,tan:1.,e.xaetiy,,i.n.Riii••,•.Y,k,,coi:m,n.s,

Pk
XmA C... RiYl...Ym-1 and sequenee Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym is a derivation of A
from Ri. In the following we show that the derivation ean be assumed to be
elose without loss of generality.

For FD Xk + Yk, if ther}e is an FD.X +Y in F sueh that X SRiYl...Yk..1
and XY 5! XkYk, then X+Y and Xk + Yk are in the same set by Assumption2.3.

If pk and vk do not eonfiict for X. Y, then there is a chase proeess vk
I= ilX> v' I'ts=i'l!'ts> v". Cieariy v" eoineides with vk+i. Thus the originai

sequende Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym ean be replaeed by the sequence Xl +,Yl, ...f

Xk.1 ' Yk-1, X" Y, Xk ' Yk, ..., Xm + Ym. rf pk and vk eonfliet for X+ Y,
then the eonflietion is restrieted, and thus the original sequence ean be
replaeed by the sequenee Xl + Yl, ..., Xk-1 + Yk-1, X + Y. By repeating the

proeess above, we assume without loss of generality that the sequenee

Xl ' Yl, ..., Xm + Ym is elose. '
Let HSM) be the interseetion of Fj and {Xl + Yl, ..., Xm-1 " Ym-1}.

Then relation rj U {vm[Rj]} satisfies cover(Hgrn)) (if each variable of
vm[Rj] is considered as a eonstant), by the following reason. Let Z + W be
an

FD in cover'(xk + yk), where xk + yk is in Hg•rn). By vk l'Ilj=i;2I-5> vk.1,

tuple pk agrees with vk+1 (and also vm) in XkYk eolumns, espeeially in ZW

columns. Since rj satisfies Z.W and uk[Rj] is in.rj, relation
rj U {vm[Rj]} satisfies Z + W.

Since <1) vm agrees with pm in Xm columns, <2) pm[Rj] is in rj and <3)
'
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rj U {vm[Rj]} satisfies eover'(HS•M)), vm agrees wlth vm in Y(Xm,eover(HS•{P.)))

eolumns. Sinee ,vm and um have different eonstants in A eolumn,
Y<Xm,cover<HS•M))) does not contain A, that Å}s, eover(HS•M)) does not Å}mply

Xm + A. Thus Xm + Ym is irredueible. If Ri eontains A, then eondition (D
of Lemma2.2 follows. Suppose that Ri does not eontain A and let Xk + Yk be

the first FD sueh that Yk eontains A. Sinee vm has eonstants exactly Å}n
R"1...Ym-1 eolumns, RiYl...Yra-1 eontains A, and thus it holds that k <. m.1.

Then subsequenee Xl + )Cl, ..., Xk + Yk is a elose derivation of A from Ri

such that Xk +Yk is irredueible by the faet that none of Yl, ..., Yk-1

eontains A. !f Xk + Yk is not in Fj, then Xm + Ym and Xk + Yk are
different, and thus eondition (ii) of Lemma2.2 follows. If Xk + Yk is in
Fj, then it is also in HS•M). Since Xm + Ym is not in eover(HSM)), Xm + Ym

and Xk + Yk are different. Thus eondition (ii> of Lerma2.2 follows. [] •

Conversely we have the following lemma.

[Lemma2.3] If there is a derivation Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym of an attribute

A in U frorn Ri sueh that (1) RiYl...Ym-1 eontains A and (2) the last FD
Xm + Ym is irreducible, then .B is not eonsistent.

(Proof) Suppose that Xm + Ym is in Fj. Let HSM) be the intersectÅ}on of

Fj and {Xl +Yl, ..., Xm-1 +Ym-1}. We denote HSM) by {Zl +Wl, ...,
Zs + Ws}. In the following we show• that there is a database instance I of B

sueh that a restrieted eonfliction oecurs by extending only one tuple by

restrieted applications of FD•-rules for Xl +Yl, ..., Xm.1 'Ym..1. We

define I= {rl, ..., rn} as foUows. '
(1) Eaeh rk exeept rj eonsists of only one tuple that has a eonstant e Å}n
all the eolumns.

(2) rj = {ul, ..., ps, v}, where eaeh tuple pk for 1SkSs has the
17

eonstant c in ZkWk eolumns and distinet eon$tants (that do not appear in any

other tuple) in all other eolumns, and y has the eonstant e in
Y(Xm,eover(HS•M))) eolumns and distinet constants in all other columns.

Then I is a database instance of !! by the following reason. It
suffiees to show that rj satisfies Fj. Suppose that for an FD X +Y in Fj,
there are two tuples pk and v of rj that agree in X eolumns, where,v is one

Of Vl, ..., Vk..1, Pk+1, ..., ps, v. Then vk and v have the eonstant e in x

eolumns, and thus XS ZkWk. Thus Zk + Wk and X+Y imply Zk + WkXY. It
follows from Assumption2.2(a) that XY S ZkWk. If v = ut, then it holds that

XYSZtWt by the same reason. If v = v, then it holds that
XY C.- );(Xm,eover(HSM))), sinee (1) X C-. S(Xin,eover(HSM))) and (2) XY SZkWk

implies that X+Y is in eover(HSM)). •Thus pk and v have the eonstant c in
Y eolumns, that is, vk and v satisfy X + Y.

Let Tl be a tuple of augu(ri). Then there is a ehase proeess Tl
l.!l..".l.l2> T2 l-!4.:-.l-lg> ... I-Irp-:-l=:-=l-lrp-;2> T. sueh that Tk for i s k s m has the

V2 Vm-1 -

Vl
constant e exaetly in RiYl...Yk-1 eolumns, as explained next. Sinee Å} f j,

initially Tl has the eonstant e exaetly in Ri eolumns. Suppose that Xk + Yk
is in Fjk and that Tk has the constant e exactly in RiYl...Yk..1 eolumns. If

jk = j, then we ean ehoose a tuple of augu(rj) that has the eonstant e
exaetly in XkYk eolumns as vk, and otherwise vk has the eonstant e exaetly
in Rjk columns. Thus by Tk l-ilj=i'l:l-l5> Tk+1, tuple Tk+1 has the eonstant e

exactly in RiYl...Yk eolumns. Sinee Xm S RiYl...Ym-1, Tm agrees with
augu(p) in Xm eolumns. But sinee eover(HSM)) does not imply Xm +A by the
irreducibility of Xrn + Ym, augu(p) does not have the eonstant e in A eolumn.

Thus Tm restrictedly eonfliets with augu(u) for Xm + Ym, and thus 8 is not

eonsistent. [] '
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2.2.2 The method

[Algorithm2.1] •

'

input: A database seheme .B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>}.

method: If there is a number i sueh that the following proeedure EXAM(RP
returns "no", then B is not consistent, and otherwise (that is, if for all
i, EXAM(RÅ}) returns "yes") a is eonsistent.

'
j2!rzggggyzgoeedureEXAM(Ri)

utti

(1) Let S= Ri (that is, assign Ri to S). For 1SjS n, let Gj = S.
(2) while there is a number j (i i) such that Fj - Gj eontains an FD
X +Y with X C.-. S

sl.LtJt2gg!LRel •

(2-i) Select an FD X+Y from Fj - Gj sueh that XC.S and X+Y is
minimal (that is, there is no FD Z+W in Fj - Gj sueh that Z C-dS and
zw SE xy).

(2-ii) If the FD X+Y seleeted in step (2-i) satisfies the following
eondition, then return "no".

Conditionl: SA Y - Y5(X,Gj) l e.

(2-iii) If the FD X+Y does not satisfy Conditionl, then let S = SUY
and Gj = Gj U cover(X + Y).

end while
(3) (The case where step (2) terminates without returning "not') return
tt yeSlt .

end EXAM []

We show that Aigorithm2.1 eorreetly determines whether B is eonsistent.

We denote the values of S, Gl, ..., Gn at the p-th exeeution ef step (2-i)

by s(P), GSP), ..., GEP), respeetive!y. We denete the FD seleeted at the
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p-th exeeution of step (2-O by X(P) +Y(P). Then sinee X(P) Sl! S(P) =
Riy(1)...)r(Phl), sequenee x(1) + y(1), ..., x(P) + y(P) is a derivation of

' attribute in Y(P) from Ri. Suppose that X(P) + Y(P) is in Fj and let
eaeh

HS•P) be the intersection of Fj and,{x(1) + y(1), ..., x(P-1) + y(p-1)}.
Then it holds that GSP) = eover(HSP)). And since X(P) + Y(P) is minimal in
Fj - Gg.P), the derivation is close.

Suppose that EXAM(Ri) returns "no" at the p-th exeeution of step
(2-ii), that is, S(P)A Y(P) ny- 3}(X(P),GS•P)) E Z. Let A be an attribute in

s(P)A y(P) - 3(x(P),GS•P)). Then x(1) + y(1), ..., x(P) + y(P) is a elose
derivation of A from Ri. Since the fact that 34<X(P),GSP)) does not eontain

A irnplies that eover(HS•P)) does not imply X(P) • A, FD X(P) + Y(P) is
irredueible. sinee s(P) <= Riy(1)...y(P-1)) eontain$ A, B is not eonsistent
by Lermp)a2.3.

'

'
In order to prove the eonverse, we present two lemmas below. The
'
proofs are given in Appendix
1.
'
[Lemma2.4] Let Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym be a elose derivation of A from Ri
sueh that the last FD Xm + Ym in Fj is irredueible. For a subet G of Fj, if
G does not contain Xm + Yrn, then G does not imply Xrn + A, that is, A is not

in 9(X.,G). []
'

[Lemma2.5] Let Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym be a close derivation of an
attribute in U from Ri sueh that the last FD Xm + Ym in Fj is irredueible.
If Xm + Ym is not seleeted in step (2-i) durtng the exeeution of EXAM(RÅ}),

then EXAM(Ri) returns "no". []

Suppose that B is not eonsistent. By Lemma2.2 there are two eases to
be eonsidered.
!2aggL: Suppose that there Å}s a elose derÅ}vation Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym Of

tt l
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an attribute A in Ri from Ri itself.sueh that the last FD Xm + Ym in Fj is
'
irredueible. By Lemma2.5, it suffiees to eonsider the ease where Xm + Ym,is
'

selected in step (2-i). Suppose that Xm +Yrn is seleeted at the p-th

execution of step (2-i). Sinee Xm + Ym is irredueible arid Gg•P) does not

eontain Xm -- Ym, E)4(Xm,GSP)) does not eontain A by Lemma2.U. Sinee Ri
contains A and Ri C- S(P), it holds that S(P)n Ym -- 54(Xm,GS•P)) f O. Thus
EXAM(Ri) returns "no" by Conditionl in step (2-ii).

tt

case2: suppose that there are two close derivations Zl + Wl, ..., Zs ÅÄ Ws

'
and Pl + Ql, ..., Pt + Qt of an attribute A in U from
a relation seheme Ri
sueh that Zs + Ws and Pt + Qt are irredueible and different. By Lemrna2.5,
'
it suffiees to eonsider the case where both Zs + Ws and Pt + Qt are seleeted

in step (2-i). We assume without loss of generality that Zs + Ws is
seleeted at the p-th exeeutÅ}on of step (2-i) after Pt + Qt has been
seleeted. Suppose that Zs + Ws is in Fj. Sinee Zs + Ws is irredueible and
GS•P) does not eontain Zs + Ws, S(Zs,GSP)) does not eontain A by Lemma2.4.
Since Qt eontains A and Qt C-. S(P), it holds that S(P)A Ws - 3(Zs,GSP)) t
e. Thus EXAM(Ri) returns "no" by ConditÅ}onl in step (2-iO.

'
'
'
We estimate the time eornplexity of Algorithm2.1. We assume that as the
'
input pf Algorithm2.1,
each attribute i'n U is represented by an tnteger and
'

all given sets of attributes (e.g.i Rl, ..., Rn and X, Y for X + Y Å}n F) are

represented by inereasing sequenees of integers. Before exeeuting the
proeedure EXAM(Ri), we exeeute the following (a), (b), and (e). (These can
be exeeuted in O(IF"IFII) time.)

(a) For eaeh X + Y in Fj with 1 S j S n, list all the FDs Z + W in Fj
+

such that ZW SI XY, that is, eover(X+Y). ,
'

(b) For eaeh A in U, lÅ}st all the FDs X+Y in F sueh that X eontaÅ}ns A.

(e) For eaeh X+Y in F, we introduee variable eount(X + Y) and let the

initial value of count(X+Y) be IRi - XI. We use eount(X+Y) for
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examining whether S eontains X.

When EXAM(Ri) is exeeuted, the loop of step (2) is most expensive. The

loop is' repeated at most IFI times. Consider how to seleet an FD X +Y in
step (2-i). For each execution of the loop, if an attribute A is added to

S, then we deerease the value of count(X +Y) by one for eaeh X+Y sueh
that X contains A. This can be done in the time proportional to the numbe'r

of FDs in F whose left-hand sides contain A (such FDs have been listed in
step (b) above). If eount(X + Y) = O, then X Å}s eontained in S. Since for

eaeh attribute A in U and each X+Y in F whose left-hand side contains A,
the value of eount<X + Y) is decreased by one at most onee, this proeess oan

be exeeuted in O(llFID time as a wholet Sinee we have listed cover(X -, Y)

for eaeh X+Y in Fj in step (a), we ean test in O(IFjl) 5 O(IFI) time

whether X+Y is minimal in Fj - Gj. This process ean be executed in
o(IF.l2) time as a whole. Next in step (2-ii), we ean exarnine Conditionl in
o(llFjH) tirne, sinee Y(x,Gj) can be computed in O(llGjll) S- O(llFjll) time

[Beeri and Bernstein 79]. Note that we examine Conditionl for eaeh FD at
most onee. By the diseussions above, EXAM(Ri) can be exeeuted in O(IF"IFII)
time. Thus we have the following theDrem.

[Theorern2.1] Let a = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database seheme. It
ean be determined in O(nlF"IFII) time whether B is eonsÅ}stent, where F =

Fl U ... V Fn. []

2.3 Computing the Total Projection

Let r be a relation over R and let V be a subset of R. The ro ection
of r onto V is a relation over V defined by r[V] = {v[V] I v is Å}n r}. If r

eontains variables, then the total R:gjee!t2i,gp of r onto V is defined by
r[V-total] = {v[V] I v is in r and eontains no varSable in V eolumns}. Let
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rl and r2 be r'elations over Rl and R2, respeetively. The (natural) .Jgi!,g of

rl and r2 is a relatSon over RlU R2 defined by rlX r2 = {u l p[Rl] is. in
rl and p[R2] is in r2}. If r2 satisfies FD R2A RI + R2 - Rl, then the join
,
rlX r2 is ealled an extension .igit,u [Honeyrnan 80]. Unlike usual joins,
extension joins ean be eomputed effieiently [Honeyrnan 80]. In thts seetion,
only the extension joins are eonsidered.

'

Let B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database seheme over U. In this

section, we assume that B is consistent unless otherwise stated. A
relational ust e on eonsists of Rl, ..., Rn as operands and projeetion,
union and join as operators. Formally a relational expression is defined as
'
follows.

(1) Ri is a relational expression by itself.

(2) If El and E2 are relational expressions, then so are El[V], El X E2,
and El U E2.

The value of a relational expression E for a database (not necessarily

database instance) I = {rl, ..., rn} of B, denoted E(I), is eomputed by
substituting rl, ..., rn for Rl, ..., Rn, respectively, and applying the
operators aecording to the definitÅ}ons. Two relational expressions El and
E2 are said to be gsu;tLicaseIxgl t if El(I) = E2(I) for every database Å}nstance 1

of B. And El is said to inelude E2 if E2(I) .C- El(I) for every database
instanee I of R.

In Seetion 2.3.1, we show how to eonstruet in O(nlF"IFII) time a
'

relational expression E whose value is the total projection of the
representative instanee onto V, that is, E(I) = rep(I)[V--total] for every
databse instance 1 of B, provided that the database seheme .B is eonsistent.

The expression E is of the form Y Ei[V], where eaeh Ei is a sequenee of
extension joins, and thus rep(I)[V-total] ean be eomputed effieiently. In
Seetion 2.3.2, we show how to obtain a simplified relational expression from
E in o(nlFIIIFII) tirne.

'
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2.3.1 The method
Let 8 = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a eonsistent database scheme over u.

Let I =' {rl, ..., rn} be a database instanee of B and let V be a subset of

U. We have the following lemma, whose proof is given in Appendix 1. .
'

[Lemma2.6] ce
Let augu(I) be a relation obtained by only restrieted

applieations of FD-rules for F to augu(I) until no FD-rule ean be
restrietedly applied anymore. Then it holds that rep(I)[V-total] =
augu(i)"[v-•totai]. "

Let u[V] be a tuple of rep(X)[V-total], where u is an extension of a
tuple po of augu(ri). By Lemma2.6 there is a chase process po i-;=;=X-2> ul.,
i-g==".-!-g> ... I-rp=:-=I-rp> vm sueh that um agrees with p in v eoiumns.
converseiy, if there is a ehase proeess vo i-2=:=g2> ... 5pe=;=I-pe>, um such

that vm has eonstants in V eolumns, then um[V] is in rep(I)[V-total]. Note
that sequenee Xl + Yl, ..., Xrn + Ym is a derivation of V from Ri. However,

the derivation Xl +Yl, ..., Xrn+Ym may be dependent on p[V]. In the
following we show that for a derivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws of V frOM Ri
that depends on oniy Ri and v, there is a ehase process po 41=;=l-!g> y{
i-g.;.-.W-g> ... ig.;.Yg> pg. By the conslstency of B, pg agrees with vm (and

also p) in V columns. Suppose that Zt + Wt is in Fjt for1StS s. Then

pg is in relation riX rjl[ZIWI]X ...X rjs[ZsWs]. Thus a tuple u[V],
where p is an extension of a tuple of augu(ri), is in rep(I)[V-total] if and

only if y[V] is in (RiX Rjl[ZIWI]X ... XRj.[Z,W.])[v](I). Note that

expression RiXRjl[ZIWI]X...XRjs[ZsWs] is a sequence of extension
joins.

Let Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym be a derivation of V from Ri. We introduce

three operations on derivations as follows. .
(1) Addition: For an FD Xk + Yk wÅ}th 1 S k S m, add an FD X +Y in
'
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eover(Xk + Yk) to the last of the derivation. Note that the resulting
sequence Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Yrn, X + Y is a derivation of V frorn Ri.
'

(2) Deletion: Delete an FD Xk + Yk with 15k <. m from the derivation

under the eondition that the resulting sequenee Xl + Yl, .;., Xk-1 + Yk-1,
Xk+1 + Yk+1, ..., Xm + Ym is a derivation of V from Ri.
(3) ,Eg2sgRg!}ggh e: Exehange Xk + Yk for Xk+1 + Yk.1 under the eondition that

the resulting sequenee Xl + Yl, ..., Xk+1 + Yk+1, Xk + Yk, ..., Xrn + Yrn iS a

derivation of V from Ri.
We have the following lemma, whose proof is given Å}n Appendix 1.

'
' Zs + Ws be a derivation of V from Ri that Å}s
[Lemma2.7] Let Zl + Wl, ...,

obtained by a number of applications of the operations above. For a tuple
i.8..r.O.fi.gZ"gS.(ri',L.:f,t,h.;r.e;,S,a.eX.ag,eg."g.eg.Sg,"gzl.=l'.Illllllij,";11i'il;-11i'j::':

z=g====e>
+w pg. Note thattt ug agrees with ym in V eolumns by the eonsisteney of
'

R. []

For an FD X + Y in Fj, we define proper-- eov er(X + Y) = {Z + W I Z + W

is in Fj and ZW $ XY}. A derivation Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym of V from Ri iS
said to be minimal if there is no FD Xk + Yk with 15 kS m sueh that Ri + V

is Å}mplied by {Xl + Yl, ..., Xk-1 ' Yk.-1, Xk+1 " Yk+1, "',
''
'
Xm + Ym} U proper-eover(Xm
+ Ym). jWe have the following lemma, whose proof
'
is given in Appendix 1.

' be a minimal
'
[Lemma2.8] Let Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws
derivatÅ}on of V from
Ri. Every derivation Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym of V from Ri ean be transformed

into the minimal derivation Zl+Wl,, ..., Zs+Ws by a number of
applieations of the operations: addition, deletion, and exchange. []
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By Lemmas 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8,, we can construet a relational expression E

sueh that E(I) = rep(I)[V-total] for every database instance : of a by the
following algorithm.

[Algorithm2.2]

(1) For eaeh Ri such that Y(RÅ},F) eontains V, eonstruet the term Es as

fonows. compute a minimal derivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws of V frorn Ri,
where•

each FD Zt + Wt for I S- t S- s is 'in Fjt. Let Ei =

'
RiX Rjl[ZIWI]X "' N Rj,[ZsWs],
'
(2) Let E be the union of all the terms Ei[V], where Ei is constructed in

step (1) above. []

'

'

Note that if Y(Ri,F) does not eontain V, then no extension of any
tuple of augu(ri) has eonstants in V columns, and thus there is no tuple
p[V] of rep(I)[V-total] sueh that u is an extension of a tuple of augu(ri).

We estimate the time eomplexity of Algorithm2.2. The key is how to

find a minimal derivation of V from Ri for eaeh Ri such that Y(Ri,F)
eontains V.

'Suppose that in the exeeution of proeedure EXAM(Ri) of Algorithm2.1,

the loop of step (2) is repeated p times and let G = {x(1) + y(1), ...,
x(P) + y(P)}. Note that if k< i, then x(L)y(Åí) - x(k)y(k) t z. A minimal
derivation of V from Ri is computed by the following algorithm.

'
[Algorithm2.3]
(i) Let G' = G (= {x(i) + y(i), ..., x(p) + y(p)}).
(2) for k = p .ssyg2te -1 until 1
st.!t2gg3A

(3) If G' - {x(k) + y(k)} irnplies Ri + v, then delete x(k) + y(k) from
G'. And otherwise, leave x(k) + y(k) Å}n G'.
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end

(4) For the final value of G' in step (2) that implies Ri + V, eonstruet
a derivation of V from Ri by reordering the FDs in G'. []
'

We show that Aigorithm2.3 eorrectly computes a minimal derivation of V
from Ri. First we prove the following lemma.

[Lemma2.9] For a subset V of Y(Ri,F), every minimal derivation of V from
Ri consists of only some of the FDs in G.
'

(Proof) Let Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws be a minimal derivation of V from Rv
Suppose that Zt + Wt is in Fj. By Assumption2.2(b), there is an attribut.e A

in Wt sueh that Fj - {Zt + Wt} does not imply Zt + A. Sinee the derivatÅ}on
is minimal, there is no FD Zk • Wk with 15 k S- t-1 sueh that ZtWt S ZkWk.

Thus gubsequenee Zl + Wl, ..., Zt • Wt is a derivatÅ}on of A from Ri sueh
'

that Zt+Wt is irreducible. By'. inserting some of the FDs in

U1 s,k s tproper-cover(Zk + Wk), the derivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zt + Wt ean
be transformed into a close derivation of A from Ri. Sinee Fj - {Zt + Wt}

does not imply Zt+A, the last FD Zt+ Wt is still irredueible. By
Lemma2.5, Zt + Wt is seleeted in step (2-O of EXAM(RP. []

Let Giinal be the final value of G' in Algorithm2.3. Suppose that

x<Åí)+Y<1) is in GiÅ}.al and that Ri'V is iMPIied bY (Giinal {x(Åí) + y(2)}) u proper-eover(x(Åí) + y(2)). By Lemma2.g we assume without

loss of generality that Ri+V is iMPIied bY (G;inal {x(k) + y(Åí)})u (G A proper-cover(x(k) + y(2))). sinee there is no FD
x(k) + y(k) with 2+1 s k s p sueh that x(k)y(k) S x(Åí)y(Åí), G' contains
dp -}
GA proper-eover(x(2) + y(2)) when k= 2 in step (2). Thus when k= Åí, G'{x(2) + y(Åí)} would imply Ri + v, and thus x(Åí) + y(2) must be deleted from
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G'

. Contradietion. Thus Algorithm2.3 correetly eomputes a minimal

derivation ofV from Ri. .'

'

The set G is obtained in O(IFllIFID time by EXAM(Ri). Thus a minimal
derivation of V from Ri ean be eornputed Å}n O(pllGll) S o(IFIIIFII) tÅ}rne by

Algorithm2.3. Thus we have the following theorern.
'
'

[Theorem2.2] Let B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a consistent database
seheme over U and let V be a subset of U. We ean construet a relational
expression E such that E(I) = rep(I)[V-total] for every database instanee I

ofg in O(nlFI"Fll) time. []

2.3.2 Simplifieation of the relatiqnal expression

LetE be the relational expressÅ}on of Theor,ern2.2. ,
SS!zaggLt : We eonsider how to remove a redundant term from E. Suppose that

E eontains a term Ei[V] and that Ei is of the form
Ri X Rjl[ZIWI] N ... X Rjs[ZsWs], where sequenee Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws is a
minimal derivation of V from Ri. Let H = {Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws}.b Then we
have the following lemma, whose proof is given in Appendix 1.

[Lemma2.10] If there is an FD Zt + Wt in H such that ZtWt + V is Å}mplied

by eover(H)V Fi, then E is equivalent to the expression obtained by
removing the term Ei[V] from E. [] 1

By the following algorithm, redunda,nt terms ean be removed from E.

[Algorithm2.4]
(1) Let E' = E.
(2) for i = 1 until n

g.utggin
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(3) If E' contains term Ei[V] (= (RiX Rjl[ZIWI]X ...XRj,[ZsWs])[V])
and there is an FD Zt + Wt with 1StSs sueh that (i) ZtWt +V is implied
by eover(H)U Fi, where H = {Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws}, and (ii) E' eontaSns
term Ejt[V], then remove the term Ei[V] from E'.

end [] •
'

We have the foUowing lemma, whose proof is given in Appendix 1.
j

'

[Lemma2.11] Let Eiinal be the final value of E' by Aigorithm2.4. Then
Eiinal eontains neither redundant unÅ}on nor redundant join. []

'

wwSt 2: After exeeuting Algorithm2.4, we ean rernove redundant aPtributes
from eaeh term in Eiinal as follows.

Suppose that Eiinal eontains a term Ei[V] and that Ei is of the form

RiX Rjl[ZIWI] pa ...N Rjs[ZsW,].' For IStS s, let wt =
Wt A (Zt.1...ZsV), and iet E{ = RiX Rjl[ZIWi] pa ... X Rj.[ZsWg]. Then
Ei[V] is equivalent to E{[V], as explained below.

Let vo be a tuple of augu(ri). Suppose that there is a ehase proeess
vo 4g. .' -- Y- i-> ... ig= -: •.: l!g> vs. Then for o s t s s, tu pie vt has constants

exaetiy in Riwi...wt coiumns. But in order to exeeute vt 4gÅ}l=l:.llgt2> ..!

z +w
=g====g>
vs, the values of vt in (RiWl...Wt)A (Zt+1...ZsV) eolumns are
sufficient.
'
'
SS2ggg3:
The reason above also implies
that the expression Ei[V] ean be

transformed into an equivalent expression El'[V] without ehanging the order

of join sequence of E{ in sueh a way that the projeetions are exeeuted as

early as possible, as follows. Let Po = RiA(Zl...ZsV) and Pt =
(RiWl'...WE) A (Zt.1...ZsV) for 1StS s. Note that Ps = v. Let eo =
Ri[Po] and et = (et-1 pa Rjt[ZtWC])[Pt] for 1 S t $ s. Then El'[v] is defined

as the expression es, that ls, Ek'[V] is of the form
'
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((••.(Ri[Po]X Rjl[ZIWi])[Pl]X •..)[Ps-1] t><) Rj,[ZsWg])[Ps]•

'

We estimate the time for the simplifieation of E. In Stagel, it ean be
determined in O(slleover(H)U Fill) S O(IF"IFII) time whether' there Å}s an FD

Zt+Wt in H such that ZtWt+,V is implied by eov,er(H)UFi. Thus
Algorithm2.4 can be exeeuted in O(nlFlllFll) time. In Stage2, eaeh term Ei[V]
'

in E;inal ean be transformed into E{[V] in O(sllHll> time. In stage3, E{[v]

ean be transformed into El'[V] in O(sNHII) time. Thus we have the following
eorollary of Theorem2.2.

[Corollary2.1] The relational expression E of Theorem2.2 ean be
transformed in O(nlFlllFll) time into an equivalent relational expression E'
sueh that (1) E' eontains neither redundant union nor redundant jotn and (2)
'
'
the projeetions are exeeuted as early as possible when evaluating E'(I) for

a database instanee I of R. []
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CHAPTER 3

IMPLICATION PROBLEM FOR FUNCTIONAL AND EMBEDDED MULTIVALUED DEPENDENCIES
tt

'

In this ehapter, we eonsider implication problem for funetional and

embedded multivalued dependeneies. In Seetion 3.1, we provÅ}de basie
definitions and a result from [Sadri and Ullman 80], whÅ}eh Å}s ueeful for

this problem. In SeetÅ}on 3.2, we show some results on this problem. In

Section 3.3, we give some extensions of these resu!ts, espeeially an
extension of a deeidability result of this problem to a elass of funetional
and template dependencies.

3.1 Definitions

Let R be a set of attributes and let V be a subset of R. A multivalued
sdtg2gpsLgug)cd ne over V [Fagin 77] [Zaniolo 76], abbreviated to MvD, is a
statement X ++ Y(V), where X and Y are subset$ of V. A relation r over R is
said to be saStA.sstyzsf X ++ Y(V) if whenever r eontains two tuples u and v such

that .u[X] = v[X], r also contains a tuple T sueh that T[XY] = p[XY] and
T[X(V-Y)] = v[X(V-Y)]. It is easy to see that r satisfies X ++ Y(V) if and

only if r[V] = r[XY]X r[X(V-Y)]. If V eoineides with R, then X ++ Y(V) is
said to be full. (If V is a proper subset of R, then X ++ Y(V) is usually
ealled an embedded multivalued dependeney.)

Let <R,D> be a relation seheme, where D is a set of FDs and MVDs
(possibly eontaining full MVDs). LetXSVSR. The gd.g2gngeqgxd basis ofX
over V with respeet to D, denoted wt(X,V,D), is a partition {Pl, ..., PÅí} Of

V sueh that (1) D implies X ++ Pi for 1 S. i S- 2 and (2) D implies an MVD

X ++ Y(V) if and on!y if the right-hand side Y eoineides with a union of

some of thd bloeks Pi. Thus if 97t(X,V,D) is known, then it is easy to
determine whether a given MVD X ++ Y<V) is implied by D. If D eonsists of

'
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FDs and only full MVDs, then there are several polynomial time algorithms
iOsargi[.OMsPoUiing 9n(X'R'D) fOr anY X [Beeri 80] [Galii 82] [Hagihara et al 7g]

Let r be a relation over R eonsisting of only variables, whteh is
ealled a tableau over R. FD-rule for. each FD in D can be applied to r.
:;rpti22dr'MOtge;.MVD-rUie fOr eaCh MVD in D, whi,ch is defined beiow, ean be aiso

MYtllt=pa;LgD-rule: An MVD X ++ Y(V) in D has assoeiated rule as follows. Suppose

that r does not satisfy X ++ Y(V). Then there are tuples p and v of r and T

not of r sueh that T[X] = p[X] = v[X], T[XY] = p[XY] U v[XY]), and
T[V -• XY] = v[V -XY] (f p[V •- XY]). MVD-rule for X ++ Y(V) adds to ra
tuple T' that agrees with T in V columns and has distinet variables (that do

not appear in r) in R-V columns. Each variable of T' in R-Veolumns ls
said to be ypt,ggg.

It is known that if a ehase proeess.of r under D terminates (that is, a

tableau satisfying D is obtained by Phe chase proeess), then any ehase
proeess of r under D always terminates and the resultÅ}ng tableau is unique

up to renaming of variables [Maier et al 79]. The resulting tableau is

ealled the chase of r under D and denoted ehase(r,D). Note that if D
eonsists of FDs and only full MVDs, then any ehase proeess of r under D
a}ways terminates [Maier et al 79]. However, if D eontains two or more
MVDs, then there may be an infinite chase proeess of r under D, that is, we
:a•'

" ;.t zb,tai,zfi.li,n. e..tag,i:.ax s.2t,:,si.Yini D,.IY,.a.:Y j.h:.S:,8i:,eeg,S :.f.",:;d,:g

that agree exaetly in X eolumns, whieh is ealled an 2XL=agngggeed tableau. The
following lernma is obtained from Theorem,s 1 and 4 of [Sadri and Ullrnan 80].

[Lemma3.1] Let <R,D> be a reiation seheme and let r = {u, v} be an

X-agreed tableau over R.

(1) D implies an MVD X ++ Y(V) if and only if we obtain a tableau

eontaining a tuple T sueh that T[X] = u[X] = v[X], T[Y] = u[Y], and
T[V - XY] = v[V - XY] by a ehase proeess of r under D. The tuple T is said
to witness X ++ Y(V).
'

'

(2) D implies an FD X+Y if and oniy if we obtain a tableau in whieh
p[Y] and v[Y] are identified by a ehase proeess of r under D. []

Lemma3.1 implies that if a chase process of r under D terminates, then

chase(r,D) eontains all the imformation about FDs and MVDs with the
'

left-hand side X that are implied by D. We have the foilowing two
eorollaries of Lernma3.1.
'

[Corollary3.1] Let <R,D'> be another relation seheme. If ehase(r,D) and
'

chase(r,D') are the same (up to renaming of variables), then `M(X,V,D) =
cM(X,V,D'). []

[Corollary3.2] Let P be a bloek in 97Z(X,V,D) and let T be a tuple of
ehase(r,D). If for all attribute A in V, T agrees with either p or v in A

eolump, then T agrees with eitherp or v in Vcolumns. [] '

3.2 Implieation Problem

Let R be a set of attributes and let Un E ... 5Ul ;Uo SR. In this
seetion, we consider a relation seherne <R,FV MV MI V ... U Mn> sueh that

(1) F is a set of FDs Z+W satisfying Z9 Uo or WAUo = e,
(2) M is a set of MVDs Z ++ W<V) satisfying at least one of Z SUo Sll V,
WA Uo = a, and (V - ZW) n Uo = e, and '
(3) eaeh Mi for 1S Å}S n is a set of MVDs over Ui.
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Note

that M

may oontain

full MVDs.

simplieity,

For

we

denote

'
FU MU MI U ... VMn bY Dn.

3.2.1 A deeidability result
For a relation seheme <R,D> and a subset U of R, we define

D[U] = {Z +WAUlZ+W is in D and ZS U}
U {Z ++ WA U(VA U) lZ ++ W(V) is in D and Z9 U}.
Note that if a relation r over R satisfies D, then r[U] satisfies

D[U], and

thus D irnplies D[U]. D[U] ean be eonsidered as the ttprojeetion"

of D onto

U. Then we have the following lemma.

[Lemma3.2] Let <R,D> be a

relation seheme.

Suppose that a subset U of R

'

satisfies

(1) ZSU or WnU e for

all Z + W in D,

(2) at least one of Z Cv

U, WAU O, and

and

(v - zw) Au = e

for

all

'

z ++'w(v) in D.

Then an MVD X ++ Y(V) (or an FD X+ Y) over
if and only if it is implied

a subset V of U is

implied by D

by D[U].

(Proef) Sinee D implies D[U], the 'tif" part is trivÅ}al. For the "only
tt
if" part, suppose that X ++ Y(V) is not implied by D[U]. Then there i$ a
'
relation
r over U that satisfies D[U] but does not satisfy X ++ Y(V). The
'
relation r ean be extended to a relation over R by adding columns for the
'
attributes in R - U sueh that'all tuples of the new relation agree in R - U

eolumns. Sinee the new reiation satisfies FD e + R - U, it is easy to show

that the new reiation satisfies D but,does not satisfy x++ y(v). Thus
'
X ++ Y(V) is not implÅ}ed by D. The same argument applies also to FDs. []

Consider the relation

seherne <RfDn> defined
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above . Sinee

Uo satisfies

eonditipn of Lemma3.2,'it follows that an MVD X ++ Y(V) (or an FD X + Y)
'

over a subset V of Uo is implied by Dn if and only if it is implied by
'
'
Dn[Uo]. For the relation seheme <R,Dn[Uo)>, we have the following lemma.,

[Lemma3.3] Let ro be a tableau over R. Then any ehase pr,oeess of ro
under Dn[Uo] finally terminates.
t.

'

(Proof) Suppose that there is an infinite ehase proeess of,ro under
Dn[Uo]. Then it ean be eonsidered that an 'Enfinitei' tableau r is obtained

by the ehase proeess. There is at least one attribute A in Uo sueh that r

i.

has infinite distinet variables in A '
eolumn. However, we show that any
'
tableau r obtained by any ehase proeess of ro under Dn[Uo] has a fSnite

number of variables in all eolumns by induction on the order Un, ..., Uv

Uo, R. Thus Lemma3.3 will foUow. For eonvenience, let U.1 =Rand let Mo
= M[Uo]. Note that Mo is a set of MVDs ,over Uo.
t for ail Z - W(V).in Dn[Uo], r has no unique variable
Basis: Since Un -e V
'

in Un• eolumns. Thus for all attribute A in Un, the number of distinet
variables of r in A column is at rnost that of ro in A eolumn.

Induetion: Suppose that for all attribute A in Ui, r has at most pi
variables in A column. Sinee UÅ}S Ui-1, Å}t suffices to show thaP for ail
attribute A in Ui-1 - Ui, r has finite variables in A colurnn.
tt

Sinee UnS ... .C- Uo, it follows that VSUi for all Z++ W(V) in

' V ". V Mi and that Ui S! V for all Z ++ W(V) in Mi-1 U ... V Mo. Thus
Mn

eaeh unique variable of' r in Ui-1 - Ui columns has been added by MVD-rule

for an MVD in Mn U ...VMi. Since the number of distinet tuples of r[Ui]
lUil
by the induetion hypothesis, the number of applications of
is at most Pi

MVD-rules for the MVDs in Mn V...VMi is also at most pilUÅ}l. Thus for
all attribute A in Ui.1 - Ui, the nurnber of unique variables of r in A

eoiumn is at most pilUil. [] '
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By Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, we. have the following theorem.

'

'

[Theorern3.1] Consider the relation scheme <R,Dn>. It is deeidable
whether a given MVD X ++ Y(V) (or a given FD X ÅÄ Y) over a subset V of Uo is

implied by D.. [] '
'

''

By Theorem3.1, 97L(X,V,Dn) for X S V -C Uo can be, in prineiple, obtained

but the theorem suggests no effieient proeedure for eomputing `77Z(X,V,Dn).

However, if X S Un, then t77Z(X,V,Dn) ean be computed effSciently. In the
following we will present a proeedure for eomputing tZrt(X,V,Dn) in two eases:
(1) X C- V C. U. and (2) XS U. and X, SV e- Uo.
'

,1
'

3.2.2 The ease where
XSVSU
n

'
For a partition n of U and a subset V of U, we' define ll[V] = {B A V l B
'
'

is in n and BAVi e}. Note that n[V] isa partition of V. Then we have
the following lemma.
'

[Lemma3.4] Let <R,D> be a relation seheme. Suppose that a subset U of R
satisfies the condition that USW for all Y - Z(W) in D. Then q7Z(X,V,D) =
tM(X,VU,D)[V] for' any X SV C.- R.

(Proof) Let P and Q be bloeks in t77t(X,V,D) and 07Z(X,VU,D), respeetively,

sueh that PSil Q. It suffiees to show thatP=Qn V. Letr= {p, v} be an
X-agr'eed tableau over R. Consider a ehase proeess of r under D and let T be

a tuple that witness X ++ P(V). For all attribute A in U, T agrees with
either u or v in A column, since no unique variable is introdueed in U
eolumns by the assurnption. Thus T aetually wÅ}tness X ++ PS(VU), where S S U

- V. But Q9 PS, and thus Qn V= P. []
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For the relation scherne <R-Dn[Uo]>i since Un satisfies eondition of
Lemma3.4, in order to obtain '`M(X,V,Dn[Uo]) for X SV C-. Uo, it suffices to
obtain `27Z(X,VUn,Dn[Uo]). The following lemma shows that on(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) can

be computed using a technique for full MVDs. Thus tZZ(X,u6,Dn[Uo]) can be

computed effieiently. For gn attribute A in Ui and Mi with 1SiS n, we

f(A,Mi) = {Z ++ W(Uo) IZ +" W(Ui) is in Mi and A is not in W} '
,
U {Z ++ Ui - W(Uo) IZ ++ W(Ui) is in Mi and A is in W}.
NoLe after the definition of f(A,Mi) that f(A,Mi) implies Mi.

'
[Lemma3.5] Consider the relation seheme <R,Dn>. Let A be in Un and let P
be a subset of Un that eontains A. Then P is in 9n(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) if and only
if P is in `M<X,U.,F[Uo] V M[Uo] U f(A,Ml) Ll ... V f(A,M.)).

'
(Proof) Induetion on the nurnber n.
Basis: If n = O, then this lemma holds trivially.
Induction: Let P be a blocK in CZrZ(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) that eontains A. Let r =

{u, v} be a (Un - P)-agreed tableau over Uo. The fact that P is in
'77Z(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) iMPIieS that P iS alSO in M(Un - P,Un,Dn[Uo]), and thUS it

fo!lows from Corollary3.2 that every tuple of ehase(r,Dn[Uo]) agrees with
either u or v in Wn columns. Thus ehase(r,Dn[Uo]) satisfies f(A,Mn), and so

P is in e7L(Un - P,Un,Dn-1[Uo]V f(A,Mn)), Where Dn-1[Uo] = Dn[Uo] - Mn.
Sinee Dn[Uo] iMPIieS X - P(Un), Dn-1[Uo] V f(A,Mn) alSO iMPIieS X " P(Un).
Thus the faet that P is in 47Z(Un - P,Un,Dn.1[Uo] V f(A,Mn)) implies that P
is'

also in t17t(X,Un,Dn..1[Uo]Vf(A,Mn)). For the relatÅ}on scheme

<R,Dn-.1[Uo]Vf(A,Mn)>, since, Un-1 satisifes eondition of Lemma3.4, it

follows that `77Z(X,Un,Dn-1[Uo]Vf<A,Mn)') = '
'7)1(X,Un.-1,Dn-1[Uo]Vf(A,Mn))[Un]. Thus there is a block Q in
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`M(X,Un"lfDn-1[Uo]V f(A,Mn)) sUCh that P = QA Un. By the induetion

hypothesis, Q is in
'
Ml(X,Un-1,(F[Uo] V M[Uo] U f(A,Ml) V ... U f(A,Mn-1))
U f(A,Mn)). ThU8 P'

in On (X,Un,F[Uo] U M[Uo]U f(A,Ml)U ...U f(A,Mn>) (=
'M(X,Un.1,F[Uo] U M[Uo] V f(A,Ml) U ... V f(A,Mn))[Un]). []

For simplieÅ}ty, let DA = F[Uo] U M[Uo] U f(A,Ml) U ... U f(A,Mn).
Consider the relation seheme <Uo,DA>. Since DA eonsists of FDs and only
full MVDs, `77t(X,Uo,DA) ean be eomputed by a known algorithm for full MVDs.

Furthermore sinee Uo satisfie$ eonditÅ}on of Lemma3.4, it follows that
`77t(X,Un,DA) = 07Z(X,Uo,DA)[Un]. Thus we have the foliowSng algorithtn.

[Algorithm3.1]
input: <R,Dn>, and X and V such that X (.-: V C- Un.

output: T = ert(X,V,Dn) - {{A} l A is in X}.
method:
2rpggegJangd FIND(A)

(A is an attribute in Un -• X. This procedure computes a subset P of Un,
such that A is in P and P is in 91Z(X,Un,Dn).)
)tggin

(1) Make QUEUE empty.

(2) Let P= Uo - X.
(3) For eaeh dependeney in Dn[Uo], if its left-hand side Å}s disjoint from
P, then put the dependeney on QUEUE.

(4) while QUEUE is not empty
g.sut

(q-i) Remove a dependency from QUEUE. There are two cases to be
eonsidered .

Casel: Suppose that the dependeney is an FD Z + W. If A is in W, then
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iS

return {A} and terminate FIND(A). Otherwise, let P=P- W. .
'

Case2: Suppose that the de.pgndeney is an MVD Z ++ W(Ui) wÅ}th
O 5 i S, n. If A is in W, then let P : P - (Ui - W). Otherwi se, let P = P tt
'
(4-ii) For eaeh dependeney in Dn[Uo], if its left-hand sÅ}de is disjoint

W.

from P and the dependeney has not been on QUEUE, then put the dependeney en
QUEUE.

end whÅ}le

(s) Return PA Un.
end FIND.

[t!zggLpe z (main proeedure)

(6) Compute Dn[Uo] frOM Dn.
(7) Make r empty.

(8) Let Q= W. - X.
(9) while Q is not empty
2.out

(9-i) Select an attribute A in P.
'
(9-ii) Exeeute FIND(A) and let the result P be a new bloek in v.

(9-iii) Let Q = Q - P.
end while

end main procedure. []

After' Algorithm3.1 terminates, the value of T eoineides with
`M(X,Un,Dn) - {{A} l A is in X}. Note that eaeh attribute A in X itself
oonstitutes a bloek in 971(X,Un,Dn). The proeedure F!ND(A) of Algorithm3.1
is essentially an extended version of the procedure "FIND<B)" of [Sagiv 80].
The differenees between them are as follows.
'
' only full MVDs (and FDs) are considered. This
'
(1) !n Sagiv
s procedure,
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corresponds to the ease where every MVD is of the form Z ++ W<Uo).

(2) Sagiv's proeedure does not eonsider the projeetion. Thus, Sagiv.'s
one has r'eturn statement "Return P" ip step (5) of Algorithm3.1.
tl
'
The reason we adopt
Sagiv s proeedure is that given an' attribute A,• we

do not have to eonstruet the whole dependeney basis 9Tt(X,Uo,DA) but we need
only a bloek in `M(X,Uo,DA)[Un] that eontains A.

'
We estimate the running time of Algorithm3.1. Let s be the nurnber of

bloeks in the output g and let k be the number of dependeneies in Dn[Uo].
Then Algorithm3.1 terminates in O(IIDn[Uo]Il.min{k,log2s}) tÅ}me [Galil 82];.'

'
lf we•assurne that eaeh attribute in R is represented by an integer, then
'

Dn[Uo] ean be computed frorn Dn in O(llDnll) time. And O?Z(X,Un,Dn[Uo])[V] ean
be cornputed from 07t(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) in O(IUnl) S. O(llDn[Uo]ll) tÅ}me. Thus we

have the following theorem.
'

[Theorern3.2] Consider the relation scheme <R,Dn> and let X-CV C-Un.'
Then On(x,v,Dn) ean be computed in O(llDn[Uo]ll.min{k,log2s} + ilDnij) time,
where s is the number of blocks in O?Z(X,Un,Dn) - {{A} I A is in X} and k is

'
the number of dependeneies
in Dn[Uo]. []

,Consider the implieation problem. In order to determine whether a
given MVD X ++ Y(V) over a subset V, of Un is implied by Dn, we need only
bloeks in 07t(X,V,Dn) that intersect Y. If tbere is a block P in M(X,V,Dn)

sueh that PA Y f e and P-Yi e, then X ++ Y(V) is not irnplied by Dn, and

otherviise it is implied by Dn. Thus it ean be determined in
O(llDn[Uo]li.min{k,log2s'} + UDnll) time whether X ++ Y(V) is implied by Dn,

where s' is the number of bloeks in 77Z(X,V,Dn) - {{A} I A is in X} that
intersect Y (cf. [Ga!U 82]).
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3.2.3 The case where X -C Un and X .C. V -C Uo

ln the following we often write X ++ Pll...IPs for a Set {X "+ Pl(U),
..., X +ÅÄ Ps(U)} of MVDs sueh that {X, Pl, ..., Ps} is a partition of U. We
have the following lemma, whose proof is given in Appendix 2.

[Lemma3.6] Let <R,D> be a relation seheme and let X .C.. U .C- v C- R. suppose

that D implies X ++ PII...IPs, where {X, Pl, ..., Ps} is a partitÅ}on of U.

Then a subset Q of V is in gVZ(X,V,D) if and only if Q is a minimal set (in

the sense of set inelusion: C- ) sueh that for all i with 1SiS s, Q is a
union of some of the bloeks in CeZ(U - Pi,V,D). []

Lemma3.6 shows that 97t(X,V,D) ean be obtained from 97Z(U -- Pl,V,D), ...,
`77t(U - Ps,V,D) by the following algorithm.

[Algorithm3.2]
input: ll1 = tM(U - Pl,V,D), ..., lls = e7t(U - Ps,V,D).

eomment: D impiies X ++ PII...IPs, where {X, Pl, ..., Ps} is a partition of
U.

'
output: n = 97Z(X,V,D).
method:
J2:ggeggyzgdr M!N(A)

'
(This proeedure eomputes a minimal set Q sueh that (i) Q eontains A and (iO
for all i with 1 S. i S. s, Q is a union of some of the bloeks in ilÅ}.)
.!t}ggUlezn

•(1)' LetQ= {A}. tt.
(2) while there is a bloek in fi1 U ... U ns that interseets Q
s.utt

(2-D Select and delete all bloeks from ll1 U ... V lls that interseets Q..

(2-ii) Let S be the union of all bloeks seleeted in step (2-i).
''

'
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(2-iiD Let Q = QU S.
end while
(3) Return Q.
end MIN.

.!t2gglLa (main proeedure)

(4) Make n ernpty.

(5) Let T= V.
(6) while T is not empty
.gLt.UtggMeln

(6-i) Seleet an attribute A in T.
(6-ii) Exeeute MIN<A) and let the result Q be a new block in fi.

'

(6-iii) Let T = T - Q.

end while
end main proeedure. []
'

'
Since Hl, ..., lls are partitions of the same set V and eaeh block in

nl U ... V lls is used at most once, Algorithm3.2 terminates in O(s.IVI)
'

time.

'' The following lerma implies that `?7Z(X,V,Dn[Uo]) for X SUn and
X 9 V C-- Uo ean be eomputed by a reeursive proeedure.

[Lemma3.7] Consider the relat'ion seheme <R,Dn>. Let X-C. Un and
XSVS Uo. Let P be a bloek in `77Z(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) - {{A} lA is in X}. Then
it'

hOldS that 'M(Un - P,VUn,Dn[Uo]) = 07t(Un - P,VUn,Dn-1[Uo]), Where

Dn-1[Uo] = Dn[Uo] ' Mn'

'

<Proof) Let r = {v, v} be a (Un-P)-agreed tableau. Sinee
Dn-1[Uo] (.:": Dn[Uo] and the faet that P is tn M(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) implies that P
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is also in 07t(Un -- P,Un,Dn[Uo]), it follows from Corollary3.2 that every

tuple of ehase(r,Dn-1[Uo]) agrees with either p or v in Un columns. ,'Let

Z ++ W( Un) be in Mn. !f PA Z = Z, then either PSW or PAW = e
'
,
(otherwise
P wouid not be in en(X,Un,Dn[Uo])),
and thus ehase(r,Dnpt1[Uo])

satisfies Z ++ W(Un). Thus ehase(r,Dn.1[Uo]) = ehase(r,Dn[Uo]) and it

follows from Corollary3.1 that 07Z(Un " P,VUn,Dn[Uo]) t
ert(U. - P,VU.,Dn-1[Uo]). []

'

For eonvenienee, we consider Do = FU M. Let {Pl, ...r, Ps} =
`7rt(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) - {{A} I A is in X}. Then M(X,VUn,Dn[Uo]) is obtained from

arZ(Un - Pl,VUn,Dn.1[Uo]), ..., wt(Un - Ps,VUn,Dn-1[Uo]) by Lemrna3.7 and
Algorithm3.2. If n = O, then it follows from Lemma3.4 that 07Z(S,T,Do[Uo]) =

wt(S,Uo,Do[Uo])[T] for any S S T S Uo. Furthermore M(S,Uo,Do[Uo]) ean be
computed by a known algorithm for full MVDs. Thus we have the following
algorithm.

[Algorithm3.3]

input: <R,Dn>, and X and V sueh that X g Un and X SV S Uo.
output: q7t(X,V,Dn[Uo]) (= P7Z(X,V,Dn) by Lemma3.2).
method:
Jurzgggg.gzgoeedreCOMPUTE-wt(S,T,Dl[Uo])

(This proeedure eomputes `77Z(S,T,Di[Uo]) for S S Ui and S C. T S Uo.)
'

btggiu

(1) If i = O, then eornpute on(S,Uo,Do[Uo]) by a known algorithm for full
MvDs and return `77Z(S,Uo,Do[Uo])[T]•

(Consider the ease where i > 1.)
(2) Compute `77L<S,Ui,Di[Uo]) - {{A} l A is in S} by applying Algorithrn3.1

to <R,Di[Uo]> and S. Let {Pl, ..., Ps} = wt(S,Ui,Di[Uo]) - {{A} l A is in
s}.
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(3) For eaeh Pj with 1 S j S s, exeeute COMPUTE- 07Z(Ui - Pj,TUi,Di-1[Uo])

and assign the result to nj. (By Lemma3.7, the value of nj eoineides with

tm(ui - Pj,TUi,Di[Uo]).) .
(4) compute 07Z(S,TUi,Di[Uo]) by applying Algorithm3.2 to 'Kl, ..., ns.
'

(5) Return M(S,TUi,Di[Uo])[T]. (It follows from Lemma3.U that
771(S,TUi,Di[Uo])[T] = 07Z(S,T,Di[Uo]).)
end COMPUTE- 77{.

'

.Uteg;Lpe in (main proeedure)

(6) Compute Dn[Uo] frOM Dn.
(7) Execute COMPUTE-en(X,V,Dn[Uo]).

end main procedure. []

We estimate the running time of Algorithm3.3. Let TIME(n) be the time
for step (7) of Algorithm3.3 and let TIME(i) for O 5 i S n-1 be the time for
exeeuting a reeursive eall in step (3) of Algorithrn3.3 to the pr'ocedure eall

COMPUTE-On. with Di[Uo] as the third argument. Let si be the maxirnum number

of bloeks obtained in step (2) for Ui, Di[Uo], and some subset S of Ui. It

follows from the following four faet's that TIME(i) = O(si.liDi[Uo]11) +
si.TIME(i-1) + O(si.IUol) for i l 1.
(a) By Theorem3.2, step (2) ean be exeeuted in O(si.llDi[Uo]ll) time. Note
that min{k,log2s} S Si.

(b) In step (3), COMPUTE--07t is ealled'si times and eaeh eall needs
'
TIME(i-1) time. Thus step (3) ean be executed' in si.TIME(i-1) ttme.

(e) Sinee eaeh nj is a partition of TUi, step (4) ean be exeeuted in
O(si.ITUil) S O(si.IUol) time by Algorithm3.2.
(d) Step <5) can be exeeuted in O(ITI) S O(IUol) time.
It is elear that sn S IUn - Xl, beeause S = X when step (2) is exeouted
for U. and Dn[Uo]. Consider a eall COMPUTE--Tt(Ui - Pj,TUi,Di-1[Uo]) in step

'
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(3), where Pj is in 7n(S,Ui,Di[Uo]) - {{A} l A is in S}. This eall results
in the eomputation of M(Ui `- Pj,Ui-1,Di-1[Uo]) - {{A} l A is in Ui - Pj} in

step (2). pj must be eontained in one block of 07Z(Ui - Pj,Ui-1,Di.-1[Uo])
(otherwise Pj would not be in 07t(S,Ui,Di[Uo])). Thus the 'number of bloeks

in 'M(Ui-Pj,Ui-1,Di-1[Uo]) - {{A}'l A is in Ui-Pj} is at mo$t
IUi-1 - Uil + 1, that is, si $ IUi-1 - U" +1 for 1S iS n-1.

If i = O, then wt(Y,Uo,Do[Uo]) for any Y SE Uo ean be executed in
O(ilDo[Uo]Il .min{k,log2s}) time by the algorithm of [Galil 82], where s is the

number of bloeks in 97Z(Y,Uo,Do[Uo]) and k is the number of dependencies in
Do[Uo]. Thus TIME(O) S O(llDo[Uo]ll.min{k,log2s}).

By the disecusions above, we have T!ME(n) =
n-1
O((IID.[Uo]li + TIME(O) + IUol).IU. ' Xl,i!.1(IUi - Ui+ll + 1)). SinCe Dn[Uo]

is eomputed from Dn in O(IIDnil), time and IUol SUD.[Uo]II, we have the
'

fol1owing theorern.

[Theor'em3.3] Consider the relation seherne <R,Dn>. Let X C- Un and
X9 V SUo. Then wt(X,V,Dn) ean be eomputed in
n-1
O((llD.[Uo]Il + TIME(O)).IU, - Xl.i!.1(IUi - Ui.11 + 1) + llD.ll) time,, where
TIME(O) is the time for eomputing 77Z(Y,Uo,Do[Uo]) for a subset Y of Uo. []

'
'
3.2.4 Treatments of funetional dependeneies
The following lernma ean be proved in the same way as Lemma3.5.
'

'
[Lemma3.8] Consider the relation seheme <R,Dn>. Let X be a subset of Un

and let A be an attribute in Un, Then X+A is implied by Dn[Uo] if and
only if it is implied by F[Uo]U M[Uo]U f(A,Ml)U ... U f(AfM.). []

By the proof of Theorern11 of [Sagiv 80], X+A is implied by
F[Uo]VM[Uo]Vf(A,Ml)U ...Uf(A,Mn) if and only if a call FIND(A) of
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Algorithm3.1 returns {A} in Casel of step (2-i). Let X and Y be subsets of

Un. Then testing whether X.Y is implied by Dn ean be done in
O(IY - Xl.llDn[Uo]ll + llDnll) time by eheeking whether for eaeh attribute A in

Y - X, a eall FIND(A) returns {A} Å}n Casel of step (2-i).
vDhg iglieOrl.IZnegt iiMT7a]iOiiOWS frOM Lemma3'6 and an inferenee ruie for FDs
and MT

'

[Lemma3.9] Let <R,D> be a relation seheme and let XSU C.-R. Suppose
that D implies X ++ PII...IPs, where {X,Pl, ..., Ps} is a partition of U.

Then D impli es X + A if and '

only'

if D implies {U - Pl + A, ...,

U- Ps 'A}. []
'
The follwing iemma ean be proved in the same way as Lemma3.7.

[Lemma3.10] Consider the relation seheme <R,Dn>. Let X Un and let P be
a block in 97Z(X,Un,Dn[Uo]) - {{A} l A is in X}. For an attribute A in Uo,

FD U.-P+A is implied by Dn[Uo] if and only if it is implied by
Dn-1[Uo] []
'

'

Let XC.-Un. By Lemmas 3.2, 3.9, and 3.10, Je(X,Dn)AUo ean be
computed in the time for eomputing `M(X,Uo,Dn) by modifying Algorithm3.3, as

shown beiow. Thus if X S; Un and YSUo, then it ean be determined in
O((llD.[Uo]ll + TIME(O)).IU. - Xl.2.:.ll11(IUi - Ui.ll + 1) + llD.") time whether

x+Y is impiied by Dn.

[Algorithm3.4]

input: •<R,Dn> and X C- Un. '
output: J)t(X,Dn[Uo]) (= 3(X,Dn)AUo bY LeMMa3.2).
method:

'
'
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ptzs2sel}ggyzgd COMPUTE-3(S,Di[Uo]>

(This proeedure computes S(S,Di[Uo]) for S S Ui.)
''

.Utgg;L!Lln '' . .
(1) lf i = O, then eompute iF(S,Do[Uo]) by a known algorithm for FDs and

fuU MvDs and return Y(S,Do[Uo]). '
'
(Consider the case where i 2 1.)

'

(2) Compute e77t(S,Ui,Di[Uo]> - {{A} l A is in S} by applying Algorithm3.1

'
to <R,Di[Uo]> and S. Let {Pl, ..., Ps} = 97Z(S,Ui,Di[Uo]) - {{A} I A is in
'

(3) For eaeh Pj with 1 S j 5 s, execute COMPUTE-3(Ui - Pj,Di-1[Uo]) and

assign the result to Qj. (By Lemma3.10, Qj eoineides with
3 (Ui - Pj,Di[Uo]).)

(4) Return Ql A ...A Qs. (By Lemma3.9, Ql A...AQs coineides with
'

(s,Di[Uo])')

'

end COMPUTE--3.

It2ggSpzn (rnain proeedure)

(5) Compute Dn[Uo] frOrn Dn.
(6) Execute COMPUTE- 9h(X,Dn[Uo]).

end main proeedure. []

3.3 Some Extensions
3.3.1 Extensions of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3

' Consider the relation seheme <R,Dn> and' let Ui+1 SXSUi. In order to
obtain 07t(X,V,Dn), every MVD Z '-+ W(U) in Dn - Di (= Mi+1 U ... U Mn) ean be
b

ignored, beeause UC-.Ui.ISX. That is, it follows that `772(X,V,Dn) =

`77Z(X,V,Di). consequently, we have the following two faets as corollarÅ}es of
'
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, respectively,
tt

'

'

(1) For O 5 i S- n-1, if Ui.I S X S V S Ui, then tlM (X,V,Dn) ean be
eomputed in O(llDi[Uo]ll.min{k,log2s} + llDilD time, where s is the number of

bloeks in 971(X,Ui,Dn) - {{A} I A Å}s in X} and k is the number of
dependenaies in Di[Uo].

(2) For O5iS n-1, if Ui.1 C-XSUi and XSVSUo, then `77Z(X,V,Dn) ean
i-1

be eomputed in O<(llDi[Uo]li + TIME<O)).IUi "b Xl.j!.1(IUj - Uj.II + 1) + iiDill)

3.3.2 An extension of Theorem3.1 to funetional and template depende'neies
'

Theorem3.1 ean be extended to a class of funetional and tempiate

dependeneies. !n the following we present the result. The detailed proof
is found in [Ito et al 81b], and will be omitted here.
A .!ts!np,s,gJzgl t wwde d c over R [Sadri and Ullman 80], abbreviated to TD,

is a staternent (tl,...,tp)lt, where the ti's and t are tuples of variables
over R. No variable may oeeur in two distinet eolumns among the ti's and t,
but one variable may oeeur in the same eolumn of some of the ti's or t. The
ti's are ealled the ltucps!L!lgsioth i rows, and t is the conclusion row. A
variable of the eonelusion row is said to be mp;tl,gyg if it does not oceur in

the hypothesis rows. A variable of the hypothesis rows is said to be
xgl}geg!2ggat d if it oceurs in two or more of the hypothesis rows. For a TD d

over R, non-unique(d) is defined as the set of attributes for whieh the
conclusion row eontains non-unique variables, and repeated(d) is the set of

attributes for whieh at least one repe.ated variable oceurs. Note that an
MVD X .+ Y<Z) can be represented by a TD d:(tl,t2)lt sueh that <1) {tl, t2}
is an X-agreed tableau, (2) {t, tl} is an XY-agreed tableauf and (3) {t, t2}
is an X(Z - Y)-agreed tableau. Thus non•-unique<d) = Z and repeated(d) = X.

A relation r over R is said to satisfy a TD d:(tl,...,tp)lt over R if

whenever there is a mapping h from variables of the hypothesis rows to
entries of r sueh that h(ti) is a tuple of r for ail i, r[non-unique(d)]
'

'
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eontains tuple h(t[non-unique(d>]), where h(vlv2...vn) is defined to be

h(Vl)h(V2)...h(vn). Intuitiveiy, r satisfies TD d if whenever we find
tuples pl, ..., pp of r with eertain specifie equalities among the entries
of these tuples, we ean find a tuple p that has eertain of its entries equal

to eertain of the entries in pl, ..., pp, and other entries of p may be

arbitrary. . .'

We generalize the relation seheme <R,Dn> defined in Section 3.2 to a

elass of FDs and TDs as follows. Let Un ;E ... ;i Ul ;E Uo S!R and let Cn =

") F is a $et of FDs Z+W sueh that Z S; Uo or WA Uo = Z, •

(2) T is a set of TDs d:(tl,...,tp)lt such that
repeated(d) C- Uo C-. non-unique(d) or there is a tuple tj of the hypothests
rows that agrees with t in Uo A non-unique(d) columns, and

(3) each Ti for 1SiSn is a set of TDsd sueh that non-unique(d) = Ul

and repeated(d) C. Uo. ' - '

Then we have the following theorem, whieh is a generalization of Theorem3.1.
'

[Tbeorem3.4] Consider the relation seheme <R,Cn> above. It is deeidable

whether a given TD d over R with non-unique<d) S; Uo (or a given FD X +Y
with XY C.- Uo) iS iMPIied bY Cn. []

We give a brief proof of this theorem below. Let d:(tl,...,tp)lt be a

TD over R and let U be a subset of R. Then d[U] is defined to be
(tl[U],...,tp[V])lt[U]. If repeated(d) S U, then d irnplies d[U] by an
inferenee r'ule for TDs (weakening) [Sadri and Ullman 82]. Let <R,C> be a
relation seheme, where C is a set of FDs'

and TDs. We define

C[U] = {Z +WAUlZ+W is in C and Z C" U}
.',' U {d[U] l d is in C and repeated(d) C.- V}.

Then we have the following lemma, whieh is a generalization of Lemma3.2.

'
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'

[Lemma3.11] Let <R,C> be a relation scheme. Suppose that a subset U of R

(1) for all FD Z+W in C, Z C.-U or WAU= l, and
(2) for all TD d:(tl,...,tp)lt in C, repeated(d) C. U ofe the eonelusion

row t agrees with a tuple of the hypothesis rows in Unnon-unique(d)
columns.

Then a TD d over R with non-unique(d) C-•U (or an FD X+Y with XY SU) is
implied by C if and only if it is Å}mplied by C[U]. []
'
'

'

Note that for a TD d:(tl,...,tp)lt over R, if the conelusion row t

'

agrees with a tuple of the hypothesis rows in UAnon-unique(d) eolumns,
then d[U A non-unique(d)] is a trivial TD, that is, any relation satisfies

it [Sadri and UUman 82]. Sinoe 'Uo satisfies eondition of Lemma3.11, it
follows that a TD d over R with non-unique(d) C- Uo (or an FD X+Y wÅ}th
XY S Uo) is implied by Cn if and only if it is implied by Cn[Uo].

For a relation seheme <R,C> and a tableau r over R, a ehase process of
r under C ean be defined [Sadri and UUman 80]. Let d be a TD (tl,...,tp>/t
i
over R. It is known that C irnplies d if and only if we ean obtain a tuple

tt•that agrees with t in non-unique(d) eolumns by a ehase process of {tl,

..., tp} under C [Sadri and Ullman 80]. Thus if the ehase proeess
terminates, then it ean be deterntned whether C implies d (and also a given
FD). For the relation seheme <R,Cn[Uo]>, we have the following lemma, whieh

is a generalization of Lemma3.3. Thus Theorem3.4 will follow from the
discussions above, Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12.
'

[Lemma3.12] Let ro be a tableau over R. Then any ehase process of ro
under Cn[Uo] finally terminates. []
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CHAPTER 4
' tt
IMPLICATION PROBLEM FOR VIEW DEPENDENCIES
'

.

In this ehapter, we consider implieation problem for view dependencies.

In Seetion 4.1, we briefly provide some definitions. In Seetion 4.2, iie
eonsider two decision problems on views: view nonernptiness problem and tuple

membership problem. In Seetion 4.3, we eonsider implication problem for

4.1 Definitions

In this ehapter, we often eonsider eross produets or unions of
relations. Thus it is convenient to refer to eolumns of relations (or
tuples) by integers, ealled eoiumn numbers, instead of attrÅ}butes. For
example, p[i] denotes the value of u in the i-th eolurnn. If a rdlation r
consists of m eolumns, then r is said to have gd.gg:gge ree m.

A value wlit [Klug 80], abbreviated to VEQ, is a statement A :- e,

where A is a column number and e is a eonstant. A tuple p is said to
•satisfy A ic if p[A] = e. A relation r is said to satisfy A Ee Å}f every
tuple of r satisfies A :- c.- The seleetion of a relation r' by A :- c is a

relation defined by r[A :- e] = {u I v is in r and satisfies A :- e}. We
often write Al...An E cl...en for a set {Al E el, ..., An ! en} of VEQs.
A domain ect uagl2,Szzl t [Klug 80], abbreviated to DEQ, is a statement A = B,

where A and B are eolumn numbers. A tuple u is said to satisfy A=B if

p[A] = p[B]. A relation r is said to satisfy A=B if every tuple of r
satisfies A= B. The restrietion of a relation r by A=B is a relation
defined by r[A = B] = {p l v is in r and satisifes A= B}. We often write
Al...An = Bl...Bn fOr a Set {Al = Blf ..y An = Bn} Of DEQs.
Let rl, ..., rn be relations of degrees rn1, ..., mn, respeetively. The
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cross .p:gog!ag!2d t of rl, ..., rn is a relation defined by rl X ... Å~ rn =

{yl X ... Å~ p. I vi is in ri for 1SiS n}, where pl Å~ ... Å~ un is the
n

lmi. If

eoncatenation of pl, ..., un. Note that rl X ... Å~ rn has degree i.Åí
. k-1

a column number A is in {1, ..., mk}, then eolurnn number iilmi + A fOr
rl Å~ ... X rn eorr'esponds to eolumn number A for rk, that is, for eaeh tuple
k-1
:k[Oi] ,"1.id ".'i.Å~. "n.'..,t.hrre Fi.S, a,it."pPiie.-Å}"tyk,O:.rkd.:geth. tkiizlt.;[.i =ZAIrniby" AA(]k)=.

similarly, for a subset x = {Al, ..., AÅí} of {1, ..., mk}, we denote {\i-11ini

+Ai, ..., Il.ii.lmi+A2} by x(k) (= {ASk), ..., ASk)}). '
Let 8 = {<Rl,FlU MI>, ..., <Rn,Fn V Mn>} be a database scheme, where
'
'

eaeh Fi and Mi are sets of FDs and full MVDs, respectively. In this

ehapter, we consider only FDs and full MVDs as eonstraints. Thus we assume
that t'MVD" means "full MVD", and we simply write X ++ Y for X ++ Y(V). With
i
'

eaeh Ri is associated a degree, denoted deg(Ri). For a database T = {rl,
..., rn} of B, eaeh ri has degree deg(Ri). Let E be a relatÅ}onal expression

'
eonsisting of Rl, ..., Rn and five operations:
projeetion, seleetion,
restriction, cross product, and union. For every database ! of B, relation
E(I) has the same degree. Thus we define degree of E, denoted deg(E), to be

degree of E(I) for a database I of & In the following, E(I) is often
ealled a view (of I with respect to E). Two relational expression El and E2
are 'said to be .sJt2:gng,ucl .ggujt,)Eag,l t if El(I) = E2(I) for every database 1 of

'

& (In Seetion 2.3 before, we have defined that El and E2 are equivalent if
El(I) = E2(I) for every database instance (not database) I of g.)

4.2 Deeision Problems on Views
In this chapter we eonsider the following two problems on

views.

.t

(1) View nonemptiness problem: Given a database seheme B, a
'

B, and a relational expression E, determine whether E(!) is not
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database I of
empty.

(2) Tuple membership problem: Given a database scheme .B, a database 1 of
IB, a relational expression E, and a tuple v, determÅ}ne whether v is in E(I).

We show that both problems are NP-eomplete in general, but if E
oontains no projection, then the tuple-mernbership problem can be solved in
polynomial time.
tt

4.2.1 NP-eompieteness results
[Lemma4.1] Let a be a database seherne, let I be a database of B, and let

E be a relational expression consisting oniy of restrietions and eross
products. !t is NP-hard to determine whethe,r E(I) is not empty.

'
(Proof) We transform the 3-satisfiab"ity problem [Garey and Johnson 79]

into this problem. Let P = QIA ...AQm be a eonjunetive normal form
Boolean expression, where each elause Qi eontains exaetly three literals.

Let xl, ..., xn be all variables oceurring in P. We eonstruct a database
seheme .B, a database I of B, and a relational expression E eonsisting of
restr)ietions and eross produets such that E(I) is not empty if and only if P

isLetsatisfiable.
,
xil, xi2, xi3 be three variables oeeurring in Qi. Let {6S•l), 6S•5),
6S.g)}, ..., {6S•Z), 6Åí•5), 6S•?} be the seven truth assignments to {xil, xi2,
xi3} that make Qi true. Th en we def ine ri = {6 S• g)6 S• 8)6S• g) l 1 $ j s 7}.

Let P (= 611612613...6m16m26m3) be a tuple of the eross produet
rl Å~ ... X rm. Then p ean be eonsidered to be a truth assignment to {x",
X12, X13, ..., Xml, Xm2, Xm3} that rnakes Ql, ..., Qm true "independently,,.

In order for p to represent a truth assignment to {xl, ..., xn}, it iS
neeessary and suffieient that for eaeh variable xi with 1 <. i <. n, u has the

same value in all the eolumns, eaeh whieh corresponds to'
oeeurr'

a position of xi

ing in P. That is, if the k-th variable of Qs and the Åí-th variable

of Qt are the same, then 6sk and 6tL must be equal. If p satisfies the
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property, then p is said to be .aE!EAi,gllgu2,!.gbl to {xl, ..., xn}. Clearly, P is
Stoat

ixSfiiaRle,ixfn??d OniY if ri Å~ "' Å~ rm contains a tupie that is assignabie

Let the 3m positions 1, 2, ..., 3m of variables 'oeeurring in P
eorrespond to eolumn numbers 1, 2, ..., 3mf respectively. We can ehoose all

tuples that are assignable to {xl, ..., xn} from rlÅ~ ...Å~ rm by
restrietions as foUows. Let io = Wl U ... U Qn be a set of DEQs such that
for each xi, if pl, ..., pj are all the positÅ}ons of xi oeeurring in P, then
ei = {Pl = P2, ..., pl = pj}. Then relation (rl Å~ ... Å~ rm)[tl,] eonsists of

exaetly all tuples that are assignable to {xl, ..., Xn}. 1
Let B = {<Rl,l>, ..., <Rm,e>}, where deg(Ri) = 3 for all Ri. Let I =

{rl, ..., rrn} and let E = (RIX ...X Rm)[V]. Sinee E(I) =
(rl X ... Å~ rm)[tp], relation E(I) is not empty if and only if rl Å~ ... X rm

eontains a tuple that is assignable to {xl, ..., xn}. Thus P is satisfiable
if and oniy if E(I) is not empty. Sinee B, I, and E ean be eonstrueted frorn

Pin polynomiai time, LemmaU.1 follows. [] .
[Lemmaij.2] Let 8 be a database scheme, let ! be a database of B, let E be

a relational expression, and let •p be a tuple. It ean be determined in
nondeterministie poiynomial time whether p is in E(I).
'

'

'

(Proof) Let .B ,= {<Rl,l>, ..., <Rn,l>} and let I = {rl, ..., rn}. Suppose

that u is in E(I). Sinee E ean be transformed into a strongly equivalent

relational expression El U ... U Ep such that each term Ei eon'

tains no

union, we assume that p is in Ei(l). Sueh an expresston Ei ean be obtaÅ}ned
in nondeterministie polynomial time by repeating the operation of ehoosing
nondeterministSeally either Es or Et for each union Es U Et appearing in E.

Si,nee Ei eontains no union, Ei can be transformed into a strongly
equivalent relational expression (Rkl Å~ ... Å~ Rks)[Z :- A][P = Q][V] in
..
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O(IEil2 + deg(Ei)) time [Klug 80] [smith and chang 75] [Ullman 80]. Let E{
= (Rkl Å~ ... X Rks)[Z i A][P = Q]. Sinee p is in Ei(I), there is a tuple y'

of Ei(I) that agrees with y in V eolumns and satisfies ZEA and P= Q.
Sueh a tuple v' can be obtained in nondeterministic poiynomial time by
ehoosing nondeterministieally deg(E{) - deg(Ei) elements from the set of
'
eonstants in : as deleted eolumns.
Sinee Ei eontains no projeetion, it ean
be deterrmined in O(IE{•I.(IEi•l + III + deg(E{))) time whether p' is in E{(1)

by Theorem4.3 described below. Thus Lemma4.2 follows. [] '
[Lemma4.3] The view nonemptiness problem ean be transformed into the

tuple membership problem in po!ynomial time. '
'

(Proof) Let B = {<Rl,l>, ..., <Rn,Z>} be a database seheme, let r = {rl,

..., rn} be a database of B, and let E be a relational expression. Let
<Ro,l> be an additional relation seheme and let B' = {<Ro,Z>, <Rl,e>, ...,

<Rn,O>}. We assume that deg(Ro) = 1. Then let p be a unary tuple and let
I'

= {{u}, rl, ..., rn} be a database of g'. Let E' = (Ro X E)[1]. Sinee

E' (I') = ({p} X E(I))[1], if E(r) is empty, then so is E'(I'), and if E(I)

is not empty, then E'

(I') = {p}. That is,, E(I) is not ernpty if and only if

E' (I') eontains u. Sinee B', I', E', and p can be eonstrueted frorn B, I,

and E in polynomial tirae, Lemma4.3 follows. Here, we note that E' ean be
obtained from E by adding one eross produet and one projeetion. []

By Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we have the following two theorems.

[Theorem4.1] Let 8 be a database seherne, let I be a database of 8, and

let E be a relational expression. It is NP-eomplete to determine whether

E(I) is not empty. Even if E eonsists only of restrietions and eross
produets, the problem is still NP-eomplete. []
'

'
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[Theorem4.2] Let a be a database seheme, let r be a database of g, let E

be a relational expression, and let v be a tuple. It is NP-•eomplete to
determine whether p is in E(I). Even if E eonsists only of restrietions,
t problem is still NP-complete. [] '
eross produets, and one projection, the
tt

4.2.2 A polynomial time algorithm

'
[Theorem4.3] Let B = {<Rl,Z>, ..., <Rn,e>} be a database seheme, let I =

{rl, ..., rn} be a database of B, let E be a relationai expression with no
projeetion, and let p be a tuple. !t ean be determined in O(IEI.(IEI + III
+ deg(E))) time whether p is in E(I).
.t

(Proof) The problem can be solved by the following reeursive way.
(1) If E = Ri, then examine whether u is in ri.

(2) If E= El[$], where ib is aVEQ or a DEQ, then examine whether p is in
El(I) and satisfies ".
(3) lf E = El Å~ E2, then examine whether u[12...deg(E"] Å}s in El(!) and
u[deg(El)+1...deg(El)+deg(E2)] is in E2(I).

'
(ij) lf E= El U E2, then exarnine whether u is in El(1) or p is in E2(I).

We estimate the time for solving the problem. The problem ean be
divided into one or two subproblems by one of eases (1> through (4) in O(IEI

+ lul) S O(IEI + deg(E)) time, and tlr}en a solution of the problem ean be
obtained from solutions of subproblerns in a eonstant time. Sinee for eaeh
operation in E, the problem is devided into at most two subproblerns, the
total number of subproblems is O(IEI). In case (1), it ean be examined in
O(lril) S O(III) time whether v is in ri. In case (2), it ean be examined
in O(lpl) S O(deg(E)) time whether p satisfies ". Thus the problem can be
solved in O(IEI.(IEI + III + deg(E)')) time. []
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4.3 Implieation Problem for View Dependeneies

Let B = {<Rl,Fl U MI>, ..., <Rn,Fn U Mn>} be a database seheme, iet E
be a relational expression, and let d be one of FD, !wlVD, VEQ, and DEQ. Then

d is said to be valid in E over g if for every database tnstance r of g,
E(I) satisfies d. In a special ease where E = Ri, d is valid tn E over .B if

and only if d is impUed by FiU Mi. In thÅ}s sectÅ}on, we often consider a
chase proeess of a relation r und'

er a set M of MVDs. Then ehase(r,M) is

defined as the unique minimum relation that eontains r and satisfÅ}es M
[Maier et al 79]. That is, if a relation r' eontains r and satisfies M,
then r' also eontains chase(r,M).

4.3.1 A deeidabUity result
ln this seetion we show that it is deeidable whether a given FD or MVD
d is valid in a given relational expression E over a given database seheme
R. The basic idea is that in order to determine whether d is not valid in E

over 8, it suffices to examine whether there is a database instance ! of B
sueh that E(I) does not satisfy d in a finite set of database instanees of B
defined by B and E.

'

'

[Lemma4.4] Let .B = {<Rl,FIU MI>, ..., <Rn,FnU Mn>} be a database
seheme, let E be a relational expression, and let d be an FD or MVD. If d
is not valid in E over B, then there is a database instanee I of B sueh that
(1) E(I) does not satisfy d and (2) the number of dSstinet eonstants of 1 Å}s

at MOSt 2 X eE X maxl s 2s n{deg(R Åí)}, where eE is the number of
---

oeeurrenees
of Rl, ...s Rn in E. • '
ttt
(pr,oof) For simplicity, we denote Ui = {1, ..., deg(Ri)} for 1S iS n.

We shail eonsider the ease where d is an MVD X ++ Y. The same argurnent
applieS also to FDs. Suppose that X ++ Y is not valid in E over R. Then
'

'
'
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there is a database instanee I= {rv ..., rn} of B sueh that E(I) does not

satisfy X •+ Y. Let U = {1, ..., deg(E)} and let Z = U - XY. Sinee E(I)
does not satisfy X --+ Y, there are tuples u and v of E(I) and T not of E(!)

sueh that u[X] = v[X] = T[X], u[`Y] = T[Y] (f v[Y]), and' v[Z] = T[Z] (t
u[Z]). In the following we shall show that there is a database instanee 1'
of B defined only by p and v sueh that E(I') eontains p and v but does not
eontain T.

E ean be transformed into a strongly equivalent relational eKpression

ElV... VEp sueh that eaeh term Ei eontains no union. Since E(I) =

El(I)V...VEp(I), we assume that u is in Ei(I) and v is in Ej(I)
(possibly, i = j). Sinee Ei eontains no union, Ei can be transformed into a
strongly equivalent relational expression

(Rkl Å~ ... Å~ Rks)[Z :' A][P = Q][V], where ZEA and P=Q are sets of vEQs

and DEQs, respeetively. For simplieity, let E{ =
(Rkl Å~ ... Å~ Rks)[Z :' A][P = Q]. T,here is a tuple p'

of E{(I) that agrees

with p in V coiumns. We define that the ro ection l!al2121,ng of p' with
respect to E{• is the minimum database Ip. = {rl, ..., rfi} of B sueh that rkt

eontains y'[Uiit)] for 1$tS s. That is, if Rktl, ..., Rktq are all
occurrences of R2 in E{, then rE'

i {p'[uEtl)], ..., v'[uEtq)]}. sinee u' is

the eoncatenation u'[UÅíl)] Å~ ... X u'[Uftg)], E{(Ip.) eontains p'.
Similarly, Ej ean be transformed into a strongly equivalent relational
expression E5•[V'], and there is a tuple v' of E3(1) that agrees with v in V'

eolumns. Let Iv. = {r'1', ..., rh'} be the projeetion mapping of v' with

respect to E5. Then it holds that (1) rL eontains riVr'll for 1SXSn,
(2) Ei(I') contains u, and (3) Ej(I') eontains v.

We define I' = {ehase(riV r'{,Ml), ..., ehase(rfi U rh',Mn)}. Then we
have the following faet, whose proof is given in Appendix 3.
'

[Fact4.1] I' is a database instanee of a, and E(I') does not satisfy
t t..'

'
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x •+ y. .•[]

The number of distinct eonstants of I' is equal to that of p' and v',
'
and thus at most deg(E{) + deg<E3). The number
s of oeeurre'nees of Rl, ...,
Rn in E{ is at most the number' eE of oeeurrences of Rl, ..., Rn in E. Thus,

deg<E{) = t?/ldeg(Rkt) 5 eE X maxl s- ks .{deg(RÅí)}. Similarly, deg(E3) s
,
eE X MaXl sÅís .{deg(R2)}. Thus,
deg<E{) + deg<E3) 's
2 X CE X MaXl s Åí s n{deg(R2)}. Thus Lemrna4.4 follows. []

--

'
'

By Lemma4.U, we have the following theorem.
'

[Theorem4.4] Let 8 = {<Rl,FIUMI>, ..., <Rn,FnUMn>} be a database
seheme, let E be a relational expression, and let d be an FD or MVD. It is
deeidable whether d is valid in E over R.
-

'

'

'

'

(Proof) We shall consider the ease where d is an MVD X ++ Y. Suppose

that X++Y is not valid in E over B. For simplicity, let k =
2 Å~ eE•Å~ MaXl s 2 s- n{deg(R2)}. By Lemma4.4, there is a database instanee I

' not satisfy X++Y and the number of distinet
of 8 such that E(I) does

eonstants of I is at most k. Eaeh eonstant of r either appears in E (as the
'

right-hand side of a VEQ) or does not appear in E. Here, the number of
distinet constants not appearing in E is at most k.
Let S be the union of the set of constants appearing in E and another k

constants. By the discussions above, if X ++ Y is not valid in E over B,•
then there is a database' instance I of R sueh that eaeh eonstant of ! is in
S and E(I) does not satisfy X ++ Y. Conversely, if there is such a database
'
instance I of B, then X ++ Y is not valid in E over 8. Since S is finite,
the number of database instanees of B eonsisting of S is also finite. Thus

Theorem4.4 foUows. []
'
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4.3.2 An NP-eompleteness result . , .
In this seetion we show that •if .B eontains oniy FDs as eonstraints,

then it is NP-complete to determine whether a given FD is not valid in a
given relational expression over 3,

[Lemma4.5] Let B = {<RlfFl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database seheme, let E be

a relational expression, and let d be an FD X + Y. It ean be determined in
nondeterministie polynomial time whether d is not valid in E over B.

(Proof) Suppose that X+Y is not valid in E over & In the proof of
Lemma4.4, it is shown that I'

= {ehase(rl' U r'{,Ml), ..., chase(rfi U rh',Mn)}

is a database instance of B such that E(I') does not satisfy X ++ Y (and

thus, does not satisfy X+Y). In this ease, sinee B eontains no MVD, it
follows that I" = {r{ U r'l, ..., rfi U rh'} is a database instanee of B sueh

that E(I") does not satisfy X + Y. Here, the size of the description of !"

is bounded by 2Å~ eE X maxl sÅís n{deg(RÅí)}. Thus we ean determine in
nondeterministie polynomial time'whether X +Y is not valid in E as foUows.

(1) Let k = 2Å~ cE Å~ rnaxl sÅís n{deg(R2)}. Let S be the union of the
set of eonstants appearing in E and anotber k eonstants.

(2) Guess a number k' within k. Construct a database instanee I of B by

ehoosing nondeterministieally k' eiements frorn S. Note that given a
database ! = {rl, ..., rn} of B, we ean examine in polynomial time whether I

is a database instanee of B by eheeking whether eaeh relation r2 satisfies
F2.

t.
(3) Construet two deg(E)-tuples p and v sueh that p[X] = v[X] and p[Y] l
'
v[Y] by ehoosing nondeterministieally 2 Å~ deg(E) elements from S.

<4) Examine whether both p and v are in E(I). ThÅ}s can be done in
nondeterministie polynomial time by Lemma4.2. []
'
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The. difficulty of implieation problems is mainly eaused by the faet

that if a given relational expression E is transformed into a,strongly

equivalent relationai expression EIU...UEp such that eaeh terrn Ei
contains no union, then the size of El U... U Ep rnay be exponential to that

of E. In fact, we have the following lemma.
'
'
[Lernma4.6] Let8 = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database seherne, let E be
a relational expression consisting only of seleetions, cross products, and

unions, and let d be an FD. It is NP-hard to•determine whether d is not
valid in E over .B.

'
'
(Proof) E is said to be sound under•R if there is a database instance I

of B such that E(I) is not empty. First we transform the 3-satisfiability
problem into the problem of determining whether E is sound under .R, eailed
the soundness p!zg!b2i,et!!1 for E. Let P = Ql A ... A Qm be a eonjunctive normal

form Boolean expression, where eaeh elause Qi eontain$ exactly three
literals. Let xl, ..., xn be all variables occurring in P. We denote Qi =
illv xuli52v xtui X3'3, where ulik is eithen zero or one and xlk= xik and xOÅ}k =
xW

-5Eik. We eonstruet a database seheme .B eontaining only FDs and a relational

expression Ep eonsisting of selections, eross produets, and unions sueh that

Ep is sound undergif and only ifPis satisfiable. .
Let B = {<Rl,{1 . 2}>, ..., <Rn,{1 + 2}>}, where deg(Ri) = 2 for
1S iS n. Let Ep = Gl Å~ ... Å~ Gm, where each Gi eorresponds to elause Qi

and 9i = Ril[12 :- e2e.il]VRi2[12 :' e2e.i2] VRi3[12 :' e2euli3]. For
example, if P = (xl v '5E2 V x3)A (xl v 3e3 V 3E4) A (3il V x2 VX4),

then Ep = (Rl[12 ! e2el] V R2[12 E e2eo] VR3[12 E e2el])
X (Rl[12 i e2el]V R3[12 i e2eo] V R4[12 i e2co])
X (Rl[12 :- e2 eo] V R2[12 :- e2el ] V R4[12 :- e2cl ]).

'
Let u be a truth assignment to {xl, ..., xn}. We define a database instanee
'
'

t.
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'

lu = {rl, ..., rn} of a such that under the truth assignment u, i'f xj = 1,
'
then 'rj,= {e2el}, and otherwise rj = {e2eo}. Cleariy if P is true under the
truth assignment u, then Ep(Iu) is not ernpty, and otherwise Ep(Iu) is empty.
Conversely, let I = {rl, ...,' rn} be a database instanee of Lt such that eaeh
'
'
' or e2co. Sinee
tt
rj eontains e2el
rj ean not contain both e2el and e2eo by FD

1 + 2, we define a truth assignment u = {61, ..., 6n} tO {Xl, ..., xn} sueh
that iC rj eontains e2el, 'then 6j = 1, and if rj eontains e2eo, then 6j = O.
Clearly if Ep(I) is not empty, then P is true under the truth assignrnent u,

and otherwise P is not true. Thus the soundness•problem for E is NP-hard.

The soundness problem for E ean be transformed into the eomplement of

the implieation problem as follows. Let <Ro,l> be an additional relation
''

scheme, where deg(Ro) = 2, and let B' = {<Ro,l>, <Rl,{1 + 2}>, ...,
'
<Rn,{1 + 2}>}. Consider relationai expression E = Ro Å~ Ep and FD 1 + 2.

Sinee 1 +2 is not vaiid in Ro over B', if there is a database instanee I'

of .B' sueh that E(I') is not empty, then 1+2 is not valid in E over B'.
Conversely, if there is no sueh databa'se instanee I' of g', then 1+2 is
'
trivially
valid zn E over R . ClearlY, there is a database instance I of
'

.B' such that E(I') is not empty if and only if there is a database instanee

I of.B sueh that Ep(I) is not empty. Thus, FD 1+2 is not valid in E over
.B' if and only if Ep is sound under B. Thus Lemma4.6 follows. []

By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, we have the following theorem.

[Theorem4.5] Let B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <RnFn>} be a
be'

a relational expression and let d be an FD.

determine whether d is not valid in E over R. Even

selecPions, eross produets, qnd unions, the
NP-eompiete. []
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database seheme, let E
lt is NP-peomplete to
if E eonsists only of

problem is stUl

4.3.3 An NP-hardness result ,
Zn this section we show that even if a given relational expression E
eonsists only of seleetions and eross produets, it is NP-hard to determine
whether a given FD or MVD is valid in E over -t
a given database scheme.

'
'
[Lemma4.7] Let r be a relation and let M be a set of MVDs. The problem:
"Determine whether ehase(r,M) does not satisfy a given FD d't is NP--hard. .

'

'
(Proof) We transform the 3-satisfiability problem into this problem. Let
tt

p = QiA ... AQm, where Qi = x211 vx:•i2v x:•3i3. Let xi, ..., xn be an
variables oeeurring in P. We construet a relation r, an FD d, and a set M
ggtiMsVfDz.SabiSeU.Ch that ehaSe(r,M) does not satisfy d zf and oniy if p is,

'Let U = {1, ..., n+2m+1} be a set of eolumn numbers. For
simplieityf we denote lf ".s n; n + ls ...s n + m; n + m + lf ...s n + 2m;
n + 2rr} + 1 by Xl, ..., Xn; Yl, ..., Ym; Zl, ..., Zm; W, respectively. Eaeh

Xj for 1 S- j5n eorresponds to variable xj, and eaeh Yi and Zi for
:
1 S i S m eorrespond to elause Qi. Let r be a relation of degree n + 2m + 1
with (7m + 3) tuples as follows.

(i) r = {po, ul, v2}V TI VT2 U ... UTm.
(ii)

xl...xn yl...ym zl...zm w

uo: e...e 1".1 e...e v
Pl: 1...1 b...b b...b u
P2: O...O b...b b...b u
"ii) Eaeh Ti for i s i s m eorresi ponds to eiause Qi = x21i v x2i2 v xl3i3.
Let {6S•l), 6S•l), 6S•g)}, •••, {6S•Z),
6Sg)} 6S3),'
be the seven truth

lassignments to {xil, xi2, xi3} that make Qi true. Then Ti has seven
tuples vil, ..., vi7 that eorrespond to the seven truth assignrnents,
'respeetively, as follows.
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(a)

vik[XiiXi2Xi3] = 65•5•)6SI5)6Ell), and vik has eonstant b in an

qt.her

X columns.
(b)

'
Vik[Yi] = 1, and vik has eonstant b in all other y eolumns.

(e)

Vik[Zi] = aik, and vik has constant b in all other z columns

(d)

Vik[W] = u.

The following table illustrates Ti.

... Xil ... Xi2 ". Xi ... ... Yi ". ... Zi ... W

vil: b 6Sl)b 6U)b 62g)b b1 b b ailb u
vi2: b 6Sl)b 6S•22)b 6Sg)b b 1,b b ai2b u

e-- -t" -"" e-'

vi7: b 6S• Z) b '6S• Z) b 6Sg)b b 1 b b ai7 b u ,
,
Here we assume that O, 1, b, e, u, v, alls ...s am7 ar'e distinet eonstants.
' of MVDs eonsisting of the following
Letd be FD YI...Ym + W. Let M be a set
(n + m) MVDs.

MVD1: Yl...YmZl...Zm ++ X1
--d

MVDn: Yl...YmZl...Zm "" Xn
MVDn.1: XllX12X13 ++ YIZI
--l
MVDn+m: XmlXm2Xm3 " YmZm
' that r, d, and M ean be eonstrueted frorn P in polynomial timb.
Note

.,Is:-I}{rcgf t: We show that if P is satisfiable, then ehase(r,M) does not
t tt

satisfy FD d. Suppose that a truth assignment {61, ..., 6n} tO {Xlf ...,
'

xn} makes P true.

Sinee (1) pl[Yl...YmZl...Z.] = v2[Yl...YmZl...Zm] = b...b, (2)
pl[Xl...Xn] = 1...1 and (3) v2[Xl...Xn] = O...O, the ehase of {pl, p2} under

{MVDI, ..., MVDn} eonsists of 2n tuples as foUows. •
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.

xl...xn yl...ym zl...zm w

O...OO b...b b...b u
O...Ol b...b b...b u
O...10 b...b b...b u
---

--t

---

'

1" .11' u

b...b b...b

That is, all possible truth assignments to {Xlf ..., Xn} aPPear in Xl...Xn
eolumns of the chase. Thus the ehase qontains tuple 61...6nb...bu, denoted
T. Thus ehase(r,M) also eontains tuple T. For ,1 S i S mf Sinee {Xil, XÅ}2,

xi3} = {6", 6i2, 6i3} makes Qi true, there is a tuple viki of Ti sueh that
Viki[XilXi2Xi3] = T[XilXi2Xi3], where 1 S- ki S- 7. Noting that vlkl[YIZI] =

lalkl, ..., Vmkm[YmZm] = lamkm, we have tuple 61...6nl...lalkl...amkmuf

denoted T', by the chase of {Tf Vlkl, ..., Vmkm} Under {MVDn+1, ...,
MVDn+m}. Thus ehase(r,M) also eontains tuple T'. Sinee uo[Yl...Ym] =
T'

[Yl...Ym], po[W] = v, and T'[W] = u, we eonclude that chase(r,M) does not

satisfy Yl...Ym'W. '
uat 1 if t: We show that if chase(r,M) does not satisfy FD d, then P is

satisfiable. LetF=r- {po}. Then we have the following two faets, whose
proofs are given in Appendix 3. •
'

[Faet4.2] If ehase(r,M) does not satisfy FD d, then chase(IF,M) contains a

tuple T sueh that T[Yl...Ym] = 1...1. []

[Faet4.3] Let T' be a tuple of ehase(F,M). If T'[Yi] = 1, then {r'[Xil]f
T' [Xi2], T'[Xi3]} is a truth assÅ}gnment to {xil, xi2, xi3} that rnakes Qi

true. []

Suppose that chase(r,M) does not satisfy FD d. By Faet4.2, ohase(F,M)
eontains a tuple T such that T[Yl...Ym] = 1...1. By Faet4.3, for 1 <. i <.-. m,
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{Xil, Xi2, Xi3} = {T[Xil], T[Xi2], T[Xi3]} makes Qi true, and thus {xl, ...,

Xn}={T[Xl], ..., T[Xn]} makesPtrue. [] •
By Lemma4.7, we have the following theorem.

'

'
[Theorem4.6]
Let g = {<Rl,FIU MI>, ..., <Rn,FnU Mn>} be a database

seheme, let E be a relational expression consisting only of seleetions and
'

eross ,produets, and let d be an FD or MVD. It is NP-hard to determine
whether d is valid in E over R.
'
(Proof) We transform the problem of Lemrna4.7 (i.e., given a relation r =
{vl, ..., vk}, an FD d, and a set M of MVDs, to determine whether chase(r,M)
does not satisfy d) into the complement of the soundness problem.
'
Let .8 = {<R,{d} U M>}, where deg(R) is equal to degree of r, and let E
= R[U :' vl] Å~ R[U :' v2] Å~ ... Å~ R[U :- vk], where U= {1, ..., deg(R)}. Then

ehase(r,M) does not satisfy FD d if and only if E is not sound under .B, as

explained below. '
'

Suppose that ehase(r,M) satisfies FD d. Then ehase(r,M) satisfies
{d} U M, and thus 1 = {ehase(r,M)} is. a database instanee of 3 sueh that
E(I) is not empty. Thus E is sound under B. Conversely, suppose that there
,
is a database instance I = {r'} of 8 such that E(I) is not erapty. Sinee r'
must eontain the k tuples vl, ..., vk, r'

eontains r. Furtherrnore sinee r'

'

satisfles {d}UM, it follows from the definition of the ehase that r'
eontains chase(r,M). Sinee r' satisfies FD d, ehase(r,M) also satisfies FD

d. '

,-

'
By Lemma4.7, the eomplement of the soundness problem for E is NP-hard.

The soundness problem can be transformed into the eomplement of the
implieation probiem as presented in the proof of Lemma4.6. Thus Theorem4.6

follows. []
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Let E be a relational expression that may contain unions. By Lemmaij.6,

it is NP-hard to determine whether agiven FD or MVD is not valid in E over

a. Thus by Theorem4.6, it is NP-hard and eo-NP-hard to determine whether a
given FD or MVD is valid in E over B.. This faet suggests that Å}t is not

likely that there is a nondeterministic polynomial time algorithm for
determining whether a given FD or MVD is valid (or not valid) in E over B

(ef. [Garey and Johnson 79]). !t is not known whether there is sueh a
nondeterministie polynomial time algorithm if E eontains no union.

4.3.4 A polynomial time algorithm (1)

Let a = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database seheme. For, simplicity,

we denote Ui = {1, ..., deg(Ri)} for 15i5 n. Let E be a relational
expression and let U = {1, ..., deg(E)}. Let X be a subset of U. Then we

can define the closure Si(X,E) of X with respeet to E over B,,that is,
3(X,E) = {A I X +A is valid in E over B}. Note that Y(X,Ri) = Y4(X,FP.
In this seetion, we eonsider the ease where E eontains no union.

Suppose that E contaSns no union. Then E ean be transformed into a
str,ongly equivalent relational expresston (Rkl X ... Å~ Rks)[Z :' A][P = Q][V]

in O(IEI2 + deg(E)) time. Let X be a subset of V. It follows frorn the
definition of FDs that 3:,(X,E) = Sn(Xf(Rkl Å~ ... X Rks)[Z :' A][P = Q]) A V.

Thus without loss of generality we consider only the ease where E is of the
fOrrn (Rkl Å~ ... Å~ Rks)[Z :- A][P = Q].

Let e(E) be a par'tition of U such that for all A and B in U, DEQ A = B

is valid in E if and only if A and B are in the same bloek in IS,<E). That
is, e(E) is the gegsa-Lg!.gpggi 1 elass with respeet to all valid DEQs in E. If

E is not sound under B, then any dependeney is trivially valid in E, and
thus for any subset X of U, 3;(X,E) coineides with U. First, we show that
the soundness problem for E ean be solved in polynomial time and e(E) ean
be eomputed in polynomial time. Next, we show that J(X,E) ean be eomputed
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in polynomial time in

the ease 'where E is

the soundness problem for E

sound under R.

and compute 5F(x,E), it is

(In order to solve

useful to compute

e(E).)

Soundness test and

com utation of

the e uivalence

class

Considering the following two faets (a) and (b), it is easy to see that
Algorithm4.1 deseribed below generates a refinement of (E.(E) (that is, if A

and B are in the same bloek in the partition obtained by Algorithm4.1, then

DEQ A= B is valid in E). By fact (e) below, the soundness test for E ean

be done. We shall show in Lemma4.8 that the partition obtained by
'
Algorithm4.1 eoineides with e(E) and that the soundness test is correet.

(a) If A !e and B Ee with the same eonstant e are in Z ! A,,then DEQ
A = B is val id in E.

(b) Let r be a relation and let v be a tuple of rX r. If r satisfies
x +A and u[x(1)] = u[x(2)], then it fonows frorn the definition of FDs that
'
p[A(1)] = p[A(2)]. Generally for r'elational expression
E, if (1) Rki = Rkj

= RÅí (that is, Rki and Rkj are oeeurrences of the sarne R2), <2) DEQ

X(i)= X(j) is valid in E, and (3) F2 implies X+A, then so is DEQ
A(i) = A(j).
(e) Let PL be a refinement of E(E). PL is said to be st!ggll2a!A,!2].gom atibl with

res pe et to Z E A if there are no VEQs ttA !e and B Ee with e i e in Z ! A
sueh that A and B are in the same bloek in PL. If PL is not eompatible with
respeet to Z E A, then E is not sound under .B.

[Aigorithm4.1]
input: B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>}, and
E= <Rkl X ... Å~ Rk.)[Z =- A][P = Q].

output: E•(E).
method:
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(1) Let PL = {{1}, ..., {deg(E)}}.
(2) For"

'
each DEQ A = B in P = Q, merge the b!oek LA eontaining A and the one

LB eontaining B. That is, delete LA and LB frorn PL and add LAU LB to
PL. Repeat this step until no bloeks ean be merged anymore.
(3) For eaeh pair A !c and B :- e,with the same eonstant c tn Z ! A, merge
the bloek containing A and the one eontaining B. (DEQ A = B ts valid in
E by faet (a).) Repeat thts step untU no bloeks ean be merged anymore.
(4) Repeat the following steps (i) through (iii) for eaeh Rki and Rkj sueh
thlit Rki = Rkj = RÅí (i t j) untii no bloeks g)an be mer'ged anymore.

(i) Let W = {A l A and
is inA(i)
U and A(j) are in the sarne' bloek in
Åíf
PL}. (For sueh a set W, DEQ W(i) = W(j) Å}s valid in E.)

(ii) compute Y(W,Fk). ,
' For eaeh A in 94(W,FÅí), merge the bloek containing A<i) and the one
(iii)
'

' eontaining A(j). (DEQ A(i) = A(j) is valid in E by faet (b).)
'

(5) If PL is eompatible with respeet to 'Z E A, then output PL as e(E). (In
this case, E is sound under g as will be shown in Lemma4.8.) Otherwise,
E is not sound under .B. (This deeision is eorreet by fact (c).) []

[Lemma4.8] Let PLfinal be the final partition obtained by Algorithm4.1.
If PLfinal is eompatible with respeet to Z :- A, then E is sound under B and
'
PLfinal
eoineides with E(E).

(Proof) By the diseeussions above, it suffices to show that there is a

database instance I of B sueh that if A and B are in different bloeks in

PLfinal, then E(I) does not satisfy DEQ A=B... Let y be a deg(E)-tuple
satisfying the following two eonditions. (There is such a tuple p, sinee
PLfinal is eompatible with respeet to z =- A.)

(1)' For all A and B in U, if A and B are in the same block in PLfinalf then
p[A] = p[B], and otherwise u[A] i p[B].
'
''

'

'
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(2) p[Z] = A.

Let Ip = {rl, ..., rn} be the projection mapping of p with respect to E.
since p is the eoncatenation v[UÅíl)] Å~ ... X v[UÅí:)] and eaeh relation rki

in Iu eontains tuple u[Ufiii)], relation E(Iu) contains tupie u. ConditÅ}on

(1) means that if A and B are in different blocks in PLfinal, then E(Ip)
does not satisfy DEQ A = B. Moreover, Iv is a database instanee of .B by the

following fact, whose proof is given in Appendix 3. Thus Lemma4.8 follows.

[Faet4.4] Eaeh relation rÅí in Ip satisfies FÅí. []

We estimate the time complexity of Algorithm4.1. Steps (1) through (3)

ean be exeeuted in o(IEI2 + deg(E)) time. Step (s) can be executed in
o(:z:2) s o(IEI2) time. considering the fonowing three facts, the loop of
step (4) ean be executed in O(deg(E).IEI2.llBll) tÅ}me as a whole.

(i) Since mergings of bloeks in PL are exeeuted at most deg(E) times, the
loop repeats at rnost deg(E) times.

(ii) The number of pairs of the same oeeurrenees in Rkl, ..., Rks iS at
most L s(s - 1), that is, o(s2) (s o(:E:2)).

2-

(iii) For a subset W of UÅí, 3(W,FL) can be eomputed in O(IIF21)) S O(liBil)
time [Beeri and Bernstetn 79].

3C29I!!R!l!Za!Z;LS2I)-.9U2E!9.9,L9ttiOftheJOe

In the following we eonsider the ease where E is sound under .a. For

relational expression E = (Rkl Å~ ... X Rks)[Z :- A][P = Q], let F =
FÅíl) U ... U Filg) U {l + z} U {A + LA l LA is Å}n Et (E) and A is in LA},

where FEI.) = {x(i) + y(i) : x +y is in Fki} for 1s is s. Then we have
the following lemma.
'

[Lemma4.9] 3(X,E) = j](X,F).
tt'
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(Proof) Clearly all FDs in F, are valid in E. Thus it holds that
,1;(X,F) S ,Y(X,E). In order to prove the eonverse, we shall show that there
'

is a database instanee I of B sueh that E(I) does not satisfy X+A for any

A in u •- Y<X,F). For simplieity, let S= G)e(X,F). Let vl and v2 be
deg(E)-tuples satisfying the following three eonditions.
(1) pl and p2 agree exaetly Å}n S eolumns.

(2) For all A and B in U, if A and B are in the same block in e(E), then
vl[A] = pl[B] and v2[A] = p2[B], and otherwise yl[A] l pl[B] and v2[A] f
P2[B].
(3) pl[Z] = p2[Z] = A.
sinee (a) s is a union of some of the bloeks in (E,(E) by FDs {A + LA l LA iS

in (S(E) and A Å}s in LA} and (b) e(E) is eompatible with respeet to Z! A,

there are such tuples pl and p2. Let Iul = {rl, ..., rn} and Ip2 = {ri,

..., rn} be the projeetion mappings of vl and p2 with respeet to E,
respectively. Let I = {rl U r{, ..., rn U rfi}. Then relation E(1) eontains

both pl and p2 by eonditions (2) and (3) above. Condition (1) means that

E(I) does not satisfy X+A for any A in U - S. Moreover, I is a database
instanee of B by the following faet, whose proof is given in Appendix 3.
Thus Lemma4.9 follows.

[Faet4.5] Eaeh relation rsu U ri in 1 satisfies F2. []
'

'
We have polynomial time algorithrps for solving the soundness problem
for E and for eomputing Y(X,F). Thus iie have 'the following theorem.
'

'

'

[Theorem4.7] Let B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database seheme, let E

be a relational expression with no union, and let d be an FD. It ean be
determined in polynomial time whether d is valid in E over B. []
'
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4.3.5Apolynomial time algorithm (2) ,
Let g = {<Rl,FlU MI>, ..., <Rn,Fn V Mn>} be a database seheme. For

simplicity, we denote Ui = {1, ..., deg(Ri)} for 1SiS n. Le't E be a
r,elational expression and let U = {1, ..., deg(E)}. Let X be a subset of U.

Then we ean define the dependeney basis `M(X,E) of X with respeet to E over
B, thqt is, t77Z(X,E) is a partition {Ll, ..., Lq} of U sueh that (1) X ++ Li

is val id in E ov er " for 1 S iS q and (2) X ++ Y is vai id in E ov er B if

and only if tbe right-hand side Y eoineides with a union of some of the
blocks•,Li.

In the following we show how to compute efficiently 3(X,E) and e7Z(X,E)

for a subset X of U and a relational expression E sueh that (1) E eontains
neither union nor projeetion and (2) eaeh Ri oeeurs at most once ln E. And

then we extend the result to the ease where E eontains projeetions. We

assume without loss of generality that E is of the form
(Rl Å~ '.' Å~ Rn)[Z :' A][P = Q].

'

Soundness test and eom utations of the e uivalenee class and the elosure

AlgorithmU.1 correctly computes E.(E) by itself, as explained below.
Let PLfinal be the final partition and suppose that PLfinal is eompatible
with respeet to Z E A. Clearly Å}f A and B are in the same block in PLfinal,

then DEQ A = B is valid in E over .B. Conversely, eonsider the projection
mapping Ip = {rl, ..., rn} defined in the proof of Lemrna4.8. Sinee eaeh Ri
oeeurs onee in E, eaeh relation ri eonsists of exaetly one tuple, and thus

ri trivially satisfies FiU Mi. Thus rp is a database instanee of a sueh
that E(Iu) contains the tuple v. Thu3 if A and B are in different bloeks in

PLfinal, then E(lv) does not satisfy DEQ A= B, that is, DEQ A=B is not

valid in E over B. The soundness problern for E can be also solved by
Algorithm4.1.

'

We eonsider the ease where,E is sound under B. For relational
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'

1
'

'

ex pr ess •i on E = (Rl X ... X Rn)[Z :- A] [P = Q], let F =
'
Fil) U•... V FE") u {e ÅÄ z} V {A + LA l LA is in e(E)
and A Å}s in LA} and M

. MSi)u ...u Mgn)u {e ++ uSi), ..., i ++ uEn)}. Then we have the
following lernma.

[Lernma4.10] JI(x,E) = Y(X,FU M).
'
'

'
(proof)au.7 CjF :LetE'=(RlÅ~...Å~Rn)[Z:-A]andF'=
FSI) v, ... U FEn) u {e + z}. It is easy to see, that F' U M is val id in E;

over .B. Sinee E(I) = E'[P = Q](I)S E'(I) for any database I of B, if E'(I)

tt also satSsfSes d. That is, all valid FDs in E'
satisfies an FD d, then E(!)
are also vaiid in E over B. Furthermore, all FDs in {A + LA I LA is in

e<E) and A is in LA} are valid in E over g by the definition of e(E).

Thus all FDs impiied by FUM are valid in E over .B. Thus,
'

sg (x,Fv M) s$(x,E).

pmt C :WeshallshowthatthereisadatabaseinstanceI
of IB sueh that E(1) does not sa ti sfy X . A for any A in U -• JI (X,F V M).

For simplieity, let S= 3(X,FUM). Consider the database I= {rlU ri,
..., rnV rfi} of B defined Å}n the proof of Lernma4.9. We ean show that each

' ri satisfies all FDs implied by Fi V Mi in the same way as the
relation riU
proof of Faet4.5. (Sinee eaeh Ri oeeurs once in E, it suffiees to oonsider

t1

only Case2 in the proof of Faet4.5.) Sinee eaeh Ri oeeurs onee in E,

.t

ri U ri eonsists of exaetly two tuples. Here, by the completeness proof of

a set of inference rules for FDs and MVDs in [Beeri et al 77], we can show
that for any relation r eonsisting of two tuples and any sets F and M of FDs

and MVDs, respeetively, if r satisfies all FDs impiied by FUM, thep
ehase(r,M) satisfies FUM. Thus chase(riU r{,Mi) satSsfies FiV Mi, and
thus I' . = {ehase(rl V ri,Ml), ..., ehase(rn U rfi,Mn)} is a database tnstanee

of a. Sinee E(I) eontains the two tuples pl and v2, E(I') also eontains
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these tuples. By the definition of pl and v2, E(I') does not satÅ}sfy X+A

for any A in U- S. []

lt2gg!py12a!zSglLgÅí-!2!!g-ggpgpg.gng]LPatt
ofthdndencbasis
'

ttWe eonsider the ease where E is sound under B. Let S= GJn(X,E). Then

'
it holds that e7Z(X,E) = 'M(S,E) and eaeh A in S is a block in 97Z(S,E> by
i.tself. For relational expression E = <Rl Å~ ... X Rn)[Z ! A][P = Q], let F'
= FS i) u ... v FE") v {i + z} and M = MS i)v .. .' v MÅín) v {z ++ uS i), ..;,

'
l++ uEn)}. The fouowing
lemma states a simple proeess for computing

07t(S,E) from 07t(S,F'V M) <there is a known algorithm for eomputÅ}ng the
'

latter). The same proeess does not work for eomputing M,(X,E) from
'
e7t(X,F'U M). The latter does not have a sufficient
information for FDs.

tt

tt'

'

'
'
[Lemma4.11] `M(S,E) - {{A} I A is in S} ean be obtained from '77Z(S,F'V M)
- {{A} I A is in S} by the following process.

Let DB = MZ(S,F'V M) - {{A} lA is in S}. For each DEQ A=B in P= Q,
merge two bloeks LA and LB in DB sueh that LA and LB eontain A and B,
respeetively. Repeat this step until no bloeks ean be merged anymore.
/t

(proof) Let `77Z(S,F'V M) - {{A} l A is in S} = {L{, ..., L6}. Let
DBfinal = {Ll, ..., Lp} be the final par'tition obtained by the proeess

above. It suffiees to show that (i) S-Li is valid in E overB for
1 s i'

s. p and (ii) s ++ Ti is not valid in E over .B for any ii sueh that Z t

Li S7 Li.

'
(i) Let E' = (Rl X ... X Rn)[Z
:- A]. It is easy to see that F'U M is
valid in E'

over B. Thus S ++ L3 is valid in E' overB for1SjSq. We

' show that S ++ Li is valid in E'[P = Q] (= E> over B for 1 S'iSp by
ean

'

repeated applieations of the following faet, whose proof is given in
Appendix 3.
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[Fact4.6] Let Eo be a relational expression. If X ++ Y and X ++ W are
valid in Eo over B, then X ++ YW is valid in Eo[A = B] over B, where Y and W

eontain A and B, respectively. []
'

(ii') Consider the database ! = {rlU ri, ..., rnU rfi} of 6 defined in

the proof of Lemma4.9. As stated in the proof of Lemma4.10, !'
{ehase(rlU rl',Ml), ..., ehase(rnV rfi,Mn)} is a database instanee of B.
For the database instanee I'

, relation E'(I') is of the form

pi[s] Å~ [ :2i[LLi•] [i Å~ ... Å~ [ Pu2i [[LL/2.]] []' .

Here the order of columns of pl and u2 are rearranged. Suppose that there
is a DEQ AI = A2 in P=Q such that
tt Ll qontains Al and L2 eontains A2. Then

sinee pl[A] t u2[A] for all A Å}n U - S by the definition of vl and u2,
relation E'

(I')[Al = A2] (= E'[Al = A2](I')) is of the forrn

vi [s] Å~I:,` [tit,2]]Å~ {:l[L,l•]l Å~ ••• Å~I:,i [tqG•]l •

'
Thus E [P = Q](I ) (= E(I )) is of the form
'

ttt

' pi[s] x { :;[LLIi ] x ... Å~ ( :lr[LLpp]] l .

'
Using the teehnique of [Beeri et al 77], we ean show that E(l'),does not

satisfy MvD s ++ ri for any ri such that e t ri Sil Li. Thus DBfinal
eoincides with "7Z(S,E) - {{A} l A is in S}. []

Suppose that X C- V S U. It is ea sy to see that `?7t(X,E[V]) = {L A V l L

is in 47t(X,E)}. Evidently, X ++ Li A V is valid in E[V] over B for every

bloek in q7t(X,E) - {{A} l A is in Y(X,E)} [Fagin 77]. The database
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7

instance I' of B in the proof of Lernma4.11 is an example whieh shows that
E(z')[V] does not satisfy X ++ Li for any Li sueh that e t Li S Li A V.

As a summary of this section, we present an algorithm for computing
'
'

3(X,E) and tM(X,E) for a relational expres3ion E (=
'
(Rl 'Å~ ;.. X Rn)[Z :- A][P = Q][V]) and a subset X of V, whieh ean be executed
in poiYnomial time.

[Algorithm4.2]
inPUt: B = {Rl<Ml,Fl V MI>, ..', Rn<Mn,Fn V Mn>}i
E = (Rl Å~ ... Å~ Rn)[Z :- A][P = Q][V], and
x ( C.. v).

output: 3;(x,E),

'
07L(x,E) - {{A} I A is in 3(X,E)}.
method:

' X ... X Rn)[Z :- A][P = Q]. Compute <S,(E')
(1) For simplicity, let E' = (Rl
'
'

by the following steps (i) through (iii). Note that step (4) of

Algorithm4.1 is not executed for E', sinee eaeh Ri oeeurs onee in E'.

(i) Let PL = {{1}, "., {deg(E')}}.

(iD For eaeh DEQ A=B in P=Q, merge two bloeks LA and LB ih PL sueh
that LA and LB eontain A and B, respeetively. Repeat this step
until no blocks can be merged anymore.

(iii) For ea eh pair A i e and B i e with the same eons tant e in Z E A,
merge two blocks LA and LB in PL such that LA and LB contain A and
B, respectively. Repeat this step until no• bloeks ean be rnerged
anymore.
(2) Suppose that E' (and also E') is sound under B. Compute G;4(X,F V M) by a

known method, where F= FSI) v ... v FEn) V {e + Z} V {A + LA I LA is in

E(E') and A is in LA} and M= MSI)U...VMÅín)v{e ++ uSl), ...i
'

l ++ uEn)}. Then EF(x,FuM)Av eoincides with <Y(x,E).
'
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(3) Let S = 5P(X,FV M). Compute t77Z(S,F'U M) - {{A} I A is in S} by a
known method, where F' = Fll) U ... u FEn) v {e + z}.

(ij) Let DB = on(S,F'U M) - {{A} lA is in S}. For each DEQ A=B in P= Q,
merge two blocks LA and LB in DB sueh that LA and LB eontain A and B,
respeetively. Repeat this step until no bloeks ean be merged anymore.
(5) Let DBfinal be the final partition obtained in step (4). Then {L A v l
L is in DBfinal} coincSdes with 9?t(X,E) - {{A} l A is in :)'(x,E)}. []

Thus we have the folloing theorem.
'

[Theoren]4.8] Let " = {<Rl,FIVMI>, ..., <Rn,FnV Mn>} be a database
seheme, let E be a relational expresston sueh that (1) E eontains no union
and (2). eaeh Ri oeeurs at rnost onee in E, and let d be an FD or MVD. It ean

be determined in polynomial time whether' d is valid in E over & []

Sinee join RlX R2 N ... X Rn ean be transformed into an expression of
the form (Rl Å~ ... Å~ Rn)[P = Q][V] (in polynomial time) [Ullrnan 80], we have

the following corollary of TheoremU.8.
'

[Coroliary4.1] It ean be determined in polynomial time whether a given FD
or MVD is valid Å}n RlX R2 )<t ... XRn over B. []

'
4.3.6 An NP-eompleteness result under finite dornains

Let R = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} be a database scherne, let E be a
relational expression, and let d be an FD. Let Sk = {cl, ..., ek} be a set

of k eonstants. Then d is said to be k-valid in E over B if for every
database instanee I of B consisting of Sk, E<I) satisfies d. In a speeial
ease where E = Ri, d is 2-valid in over .B if and'

only if d is valid in E

over B (that is, Fi implies d) [Sagiv 80]. By Theorern4.7, if E contains no
tt
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union, then it ean be determined in polynomial tirne .whether d is valid in E

over B. However, it is NP-eomplete to determine whether d is not 2-valSd in
'
'
E over' 1 8, as shown below. Note that if only one eonstant oceurs in a

database instance I of 8, then E(I) is empty or has only one'

tuple, and thus

E(I) trivially satisfies any dependeney d. That is, it Å}s meaningless to
'

eonsider whether d is 1-valid in E over J!. Thus, 2-validity •is
theoretieally the simplest ease in finite domains.
-1 •

[Theorem4.9] LeL B = {<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>}•be a database seheme, let E
be a reiational expression eonsisting only of seleetions, restrietions, and
.t

eross products, and let d be an FD. Let S2 = {el, c2} be a set of 2
eonstants. It is NP-oomplete to determine whether d is not 2-valid in E
over R.

(Proof) By Lemma4.5, it ean be determined in nondeterministic polynomial

time whether d is not 2-valid in E over R. We transfor}m the
3-satisfiability problem into the problem of determining whether there is a
database instance I of .B eonsisting of S2 such that E(I) is not empty. This
problem can be transformed into the problern of determining whether d is not

2-valid in E over B, as presented in the proof of Lemma4.6. Thus TheoremU.9
will follow.
'

,,.Let P = QlA... AQm, where eaeh clause Qi eontains exaetly three
literals. Let xl, ..., xn be all variables oeeurring in P. We eonstruct a

database seheme B and a relational. expression E eonsisting only of
seleetions, restrietions, and oross produets such that there is a database
instanee I of .B eonsisting of S2 sueh that E(I) is not empty if and only if
P is satisfiable.

Let B = {<Rl,{123 + 4}>, ..., <Rm,{123 + 4}>}, where deg(Ri) = 4 fob
all i. For S2 = {el, c2}, we assume that el corresponds to t'true" and o2
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eorresponds to "false". Let xil, xi2, xi3 be the three variables oeeurring
in Qi.,.Let {6S•l), 6S), 6S•g)}, "., {6S•Z), 6E•S), 6S•g)} be the seven truth

assignnients to {xil, xi2, xi3} that make Qi true, and let {6S9), 6$), 6Sg)}

be the truth assÅ}gnment to {xil, xi2, xi3} that makes Qi false. Then we
define

rittt= {6S•l)6Sl)6Sg)ei, •••, 6S;)6S5)6Sg)ei, 6S9)65•g)6Sg)e2}, and

Ei = Ri[123ij : 6S• l)6S• Y6S>cl] Å~ ... X Ri[i234 : 6S•Z)6E72)6S73)el]
'

Å~ Ri[1234 :- 6Åí•?)6S•2)6Sg)e2]. Let Io = {rl, ..., rm}. Then we have the
foilowing faet, whose proof is given in Appendix• 3.

'
[Fact4.7] Let Es = El X ... X Em. Then Io is the only database instanee
of 6 eonsisting of S2 sueh that Es(Io) is not empty. []
'

'

Let Et = (Rl[4 :- el] Å~ ... X Rm[4 E el])[iP], where th = "1 U ...V tpn is

a set of DEQs that chooses exaetly all tuples that are assignable to {xl,
..., Xn} frOm rl Å~ ... X rm, as presented in the proof of Lemma4.1. That
is, tp is defined as follows. Let the first, second, and third positions of
'
variables of Qi correspond to the first, second, and third eolumns of the
oeeurrense of Ri in Et, respeetively. That is, let the position 3(i-1) + Åí

in P correspond to the eolumn number 4(i--1) + L in Et, where 1S iSm and

1S2S 3. For each xj, if pl, ..., pk are all the positions of xj
oceurring in P, then "j = {ql = q2, ..., ql = qk}, where Pl, ..., Pk
eorr'esponds to ql, ..., qk, respeetively. Then f'or eaeh ri in !o, sinee
6S•1)6S•l).6S)cl, •••, 6SZ)6S•72)6S•73).el are an the tuples that have the
eonstant cl in'4 eolumn,' it holds that Ri[4 :- el](Io) = {6Sl)6Sl)6Åí•g)el,
..., 6E•Z)6S•5)6S73)el}. The first three eolumns of thses tuples represent the

seven .truth assignments to {x", xi2, xi3} that make Qi true. Thus we ean
show in the same way as the proof of Lemma4.1 that P is satisfiable if and
only if Et(Io) is not empty.
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Now we eonsider relational expression E = Es Å~ Et, whieh consists only

of selections, restrietions, and cross products. By Faet4.7 and the
diseussions above, P is satisfiable if and only if there is a database
instanee I of .a eonsisting of S2 sueh that E(r) is not ernpty. Sinee a and E

'
ean be' eonstructed from P in polynontal
time, Theorem4.9 has been
'
..

'
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION
.t

'
ln Chapter 2, we have shown that (a) it ean be determined in polynomial

time whether a given database seherne B over U is consistent and that (b)
given a sebset V of U, we ean construct a relational expression whose value

is rep(I)[V-totai] for every database instanee of ", provided that B is
eonsistent. There are some remaining problems.
(1) Is it deeidable whether given a universal relation seheme <U,F> and a

deeomposition {Rl, ..., Rn} of U, a database seherne B = {<Rl,Fl>f ...,

<Rn,Fn>} over U is eonsistent? Here, eaeh Fi is a eover of {X +y I F
implies X + Y and XY S Ri}. In this thesis, we have assumed that a eover of
F is equivalent to that of Fl U ... V Fn. Then the deeomposition is said to

preserve F. However, it is possible that the decomposition does not
preserve F, but B is eonsistent. We note that given a universal relatÅ}on
seheme <U,F> and a deeomposition {Rl, ..., Rn} of U, if the deeomposition
preserves F, then the database seheme a = {<R.1,Fl>f ..., <Rn,Fn>} ean be
eomputed in polynomial time, but if the deeomposition does not preserve F,

then find ing a cov er for FI U ... U Fn is NP;eom plete
[Beeri and Honeyman 81].

(2) For the representative instance, the notion of boundedness has been
recently proposed [Ullrnan et al 82]. IntuÅ}tively, a database scheme B =
{<Rl,Fl>, ..., <Rn,Fn>} over U is bounded Å}f for every database instance I

of " sueh that rep(I) satisfies Fl V ... U Fn, any tuple of rep(1) ean be

obtained from augu(I) by a fixed number of applieations of FD-rule$ for
FlV ... U Fn. If B is bounded, then rep(I)[V-total] for any subset v of u
ean be eomputed efficiently [Ullman et al 82]. Theorem2.2 implies that if B
is consistent, then B is bounded. However, it is possible that even if .B is
'

'
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`not eonsistent, B is bounded. Is it decidable whether a given ineonsistent

database seheme is bounded? '
(3) In Chapter 2, we eonsider only FDs as eonstraints. We do not know
how to defÅ}ne the consisteney of a database seheme with FDs and full MVDs.

In Chapter' 3, we have shown some restrieted solutions on implieation

problem for FDs and embedded MVDs. The rnost attraetive but difficult
problem is to determine whether implieation problem for embedded MVDs is

In Chapter 4, we have shown that both the view nonernptiness and the

tuple membership problem are NP-eompiete, but if the given relational
expression contains no projeetion, then the tuple membership problem ean be

solved in polynomial time. And then we have shown some results on
implication problem for view dependeneies. As for implieation problem for
view dependencies, we eonsider only FDs and full MVDs as constraints. The
decidability result for this problem (Theorem4.4) ean be extended to a elass
of FDs and TDs, sueh that any ehase proeess of any tableau under a given set
of FDs and TDs always terminates. For exarnple, eonsider the relation seheme

<R,Cn[Uo]> in Section 3.3.2. Then any ehase proeess of any tableau under
Cn[Uo] always terminates by Lemma3.12. Thus for a given database seheme .B =

•{<Rl,Dl>, ..., <Rn,Dn>}, if each Di is the same form as Cn[Uo], then it is
deeidable whether a given FD or TD is valid in a given relational expressÅ}on

over .B. There are some remaining p,roblems for the implieation problem. ,
,
(1)
In Section 4.3.3, we have shown an NP-hardness resuit for the problem

(Theorem4.6). But we do not know whether it is NP-eomplete.
'

'(2> In Seetion za.3.5, we have shown a polynomial tSme algorithm for the

problem in the ease where the given relational expression E eontains no
union and eaeh Ri oceurs once in E. Butt we do not know whether the result

still holds, if each Ri may oeeur twice in E. Note that if the number of
oeeurrenees of Ri is not bounded, then the problem is NP-hard by Theorem4.6.
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APPENDIX 1

Proofs of Lemmas in Chapter 1

-ProofofLemma21:Firstweprovethefoilowingfaet.
[FactA.1] !f B is not eonsistent, then there is a database instanee I of
'
a such that a restrieted conflietion geeurs by only restrieted applieations
of FD-rules for F to augu(I).

(Proof) There must be a database instanee 1 = {rl, ..., rn} of a such
that a eonflietion oeeurs by a ehase proeess of augu(I) under F. Consider

the ehase proeess until the first eonflietion oeeurs. Suppose that the
ehase •process eonsists of k non-restrieted and a number of restrieted

applieations of FD•-rules for F. We assume that if the eonflietion is
restricted, then it is eonsidered as a restrieted applieation of FD-rule for
F, and otherwise Å}t Å}s considered as a non-restricted one. We prove FactA.1

by induction on the number k.
Basis: If k = O, then FaetA.1 follows trivially.

Induction: Suppose that a eonflietÅ}on oeeurs by a ehase proeess that

eonsists of k non-restrieted and a number of restricted applieations of
FD-rules for F to augu(I). Consider the first non-restrieted applieation of
FD-rule in the ehase proeess, that is, suppose that augu(I) is transformed
,
into a relation r by only restrieted applieations of FD-rules for F and then

FD-rule for an FD X +Y in Fj is applied to two tuples u and v of r, where
'
neither p nor v is any extension of any tuple of augu(rj). ConsÅ}der the

ehase of rjU{p[Rj]} under Fj. If it does not satisfy Fj, then a
restrieted eonflietion oeeurs by only restrieted applieations of FD-rules
for 'Fj to p and extensions of tuples of augu(rj), and thus FactA.1 follows.
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'

'
' Fj satisfies Fj and let p'
Suppose that the ehase of rj U {v[Rj]} under
the tuple obtained by replaeing ali the variables of the final extension of
p[Rj] in the chase of rj U {u[Rj]} under Fj with distinet eonstants. Let I'
'
'
= {rl, ..., rj U {p'}, ..., rn}. We ean obtain the relation
r, especially

the tuples u and v, by only restricted applieations of FD-rulesrfor F to
augu(I'). Sinee FD-rules for F are only restrietedly applied to augu(r),

eaeh variable oecurs onee in only one tuple of r, and thus p[X] = v[X]
'
imp!Å}es that p and v have the same cons.tants in X columns. Thus FD-rule for

X+Y ean be restrietedly applied to ll and apgu(u') (and also to v and
augu(p')) instead of the original non-restrieted applieation to p and v.
That is, the first non-restricted applieation of FD-rule is transformed into

two restrieted applieations by adding a tuple to 1. If a eonflietion oecurs

in this time, then the eonflietion is restrieted, $ince X+Y is in Fj and
u'

is in rj V{u'}. Thus FactA.1 follows. Suppose that no eonflietion

occurs. Then we ean show that a eonflietion oeeurs by following the rest of
the original ehase process, as explained below.

Suppose that by the non-restrieted applieation of FD-rule for X + Y to
p and v, the resulting tuples have the same variable v in A column for} an
attribute A in Y and suppose that by the restrieted applicatÅ}ons of FD-ruie

for X +Y to p and augu(v') (and to v and augu(u')), the resulting tuples

have the same constant e in A eolumn. If v is replaeed with another
variable v' (or v' is replaeed with v) in the original ehase proeess, then
v'

is replaeed with the eonstant c in the new ehase proeess. If v is

replaced with a constant e' (f e) in the original ehase process, then a
eonfliction oeeurs in the new ehase proeess. In this ease, a eonflietion

oecurs by the new ehase proeess earlier than by the original one. Sinee
the rest of the original ehase process consists of k-1 non-restrieted and a

number of restrieted applieations of FD-rules for F, FaetA.1 follows from
the induetÅ}on hypothe$is. []
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be

Suppose that B is not eonsistent. By FaetA.1, there is a database
d
instanee I = {rl, ..., rn} of g such that a restricted
eonflietion oeeurs by
only restrieted applieations of FD-rules for F to augu(I). Suppose that an

extension v of a tuple vo of augu(ri) restrietedly eonflicts with an

extension y of a tuple po of augu(rj) for an FD X+Y in Fj. Since v
restrietedly confliets with po as well as u for X + Y and v can be obtained

by extending vo by a number of restrieted applieations of FD-rules for F
without ehanging any other tuple of augu(I), Lemma2.1 follows.

' '
'

Proof of Lemma2.4: First we prove the following faet.
'

[FaetA.2] If X+Y is in Fj and X+V is implied by Fj - {X + Y}, thep
:hilr;tiii .a,.S.U.b,Se(t,){ Z,i,i, We ',,'g;G ,Z,s s' ,W,s,}..O.f,,-F,j ,-..{i l Y,}s S.U.eh that (i)

(Proof) Suppose that X+V is implied by Fj - {X + Y}. Then there is a
subset {Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws} of Fj -- {X + Y} sueh that VS XWI...Ws and
Zt E XWI...Wt-1 for 1 S. tS s [Beeri and Bernstein 79]. Sinee X + Wl...Ws
is implied by {Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws}, whieh is a proper subset of Fj, it
follows from Assumptions 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) that Wl...Ws S} XY. Thus FaetA.2

follows. []

In order to prove Lemma2.4, it suffiees to show that Xm +A is not

implied by Fj - {Xrn+Ym}. Suppose that Xm+A is implied by Fj {Xm + Ym}. By FaetA.2, there is a subset H = {Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws} Of Fj

- {Xm+Ym} sueh that (1) Ws eontains A and (2) ZtWt$XmY. and
ZtS XmWl...Wt-1 for 1StS s. •Let HSM) be the interseetton of Fj and
{Xl '+ Yl, ..., Xm.1 + Ym-1}. Since the derivation Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym is
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elose, eover(HS•M)) must contain

H. Since H implies Xrn

implies Xm + A. This, however,

eontradiets

that Xm + Y

+ A,
m

is

eover(HS•M))

'
irreducible.

Proof of Lemma2. : Suppose that EXAM(Ri) returns "yes". We denote the
'
'
final values of S, Gl, ..., tlGn by' S, Gl, ..., Gn, respeetively. Sinee
''
RiYl...Ym S 1;(Ri,F) and S' = ,7(Ri,F), it holds that
Xk C.- S' for 1 s k s m,

and thus Xk +Yk is in
lt Gl V... UGn. Suppose that Xm +Ym is not seleeted

in step (2-i). Then there is an FD X(P)+Y(P) in Fj such that
XmYm C-- X(P)Y(P) and that Xm + Ym is added 'to Gj at the p•-th exeetion of step

' + Y(P) is rninimal in
(2-iii). Then it holds that (1) X(P) S S(P), (2) X(P)

Fj - GSP), and (3) Xm + Ym is in Fj •- GSP). In the following we prove
Lemma2.5 by induetion on the number m.
'
Basis:
Consider' the ease where m = 1. Then Xm SRi implies Xm C.-t S(P),

and thus X(P)Y(P) C. XmYm by the minimality of X(P) + Y(P). Sinee
XmYm SI X(P)Y(P), it holds that X(P)Y(P) = X.Y.. There is an attribute A in

Xm sudh that X(P) +A is not implied by Fj •- {X(P) + Y(P)}. Beeause if

there is no sueh attribute A, then X<P) +Xm is implied by Fj {X(P) + Y(P)}, and thus X(P) + X.Ym (= X(P)Y(P)) is implied by X(P) + Xm and

'

Xm + Ym. This, however, eontradiets Assumpion2.2(b). Note that A is in
Y(P). Sinee Xm S S(P) and Xm contains A, S(P) contains A. Sinee GS•P) does

not contain X(P) +Y(P), Y(X(P),GSP)),does not eontain A. Thus it holds

that S(P)A Y(P) - S(X(P),GSP)) i l'. Thus EXAM(Ri) returns "no" by
'

Conditionl at the p-th exeeution of step (2-iO.
'
Induction: If XmS S(P),
then EXAM(Ri) returns t'no" by the sarne reason

above. Suppose that Xm - S(P) f e. Since Xrn S RiYl...Ym-1, there is an FD
'
Xk + Yk with 1 S k S- m-•1 such that Yk eontaÅ}ns an attribute B in Xm - S(P).

Note that Xk + Yk is different from X(P) + Y(P) by the irredueibility ob
,

Xm+Ym. Let Xk+Yk be the first FD in the derivation sueh that Yk
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also

eontains B. Then subsequenee Xl + Yl, ..., Xk + Yk is a close derivation of
B from Ri sueh that the last FD Xk + Yk is irredueible by the fact that none

Of Yl, ..., Yk..1 eontains B. Thus Xk + Yk is seleeted in step (2-i) by the

induction hypothesis. Suppose that Xk +Yk is in Fg and that Xk +Yk iS
seleeted at the q-th exeeution of step (2-i). Sinee (1) S(P) does not

eontain B but s(q'1) eontains B and (2) X(P) +Y(P) and Xk+Yk are
dtfferent, it holds that p < q. Thus S(P'1) C... S(q), and thus s(q),eontains

B. Sinee G(2q) does not eontain Xk+Yk and Xk+Yk is irreducible,
3(Xk,G(2q)) does not eontain B by Lemrna3.4f Thus it holds that S(q) A Yk -

S(Xk,G(2q)) l Z. That is, EXAM<Ri) returns "no" by Conditionl at the q-th
exeeution of step (2-ii).
'

'

'

"
wwProofofLemmama26:Itsuffieestoshowthatnovariabletnaugu(I)
i
i:erreePairaeCetdwoWietahsesantYo ebOenSctoannstidbeYreadP.PiYing
any FD-ruies for F to augu(o ..

.gggg-1.: Consider the ease where for augu(I)", a variable is replaeed with

a eonstant by an application of FD-rule for' an FD in F. That is, suppose

that there are two tuples u and v of augu(I)sc and an FD X+Y in Fj sueh
that (1) v and v have the same eonstants in X eolumns, (2) p has a variable
in A column, and (3) v has a constant e in A eolumn, where A is an attribute

in Y. Let p'

be a tuple over Ri that is obtained by replaeing all the

variables of p[Ri] with distinet eonstants (that do not appear in any other

tuple). Then relation riU{p'} satisfies Fi. Beeause if it does not
satisfy an FD Z + W in Fi, then there is a tuple •tT of ri that agrees with p

in Z eolumns but does not agree witb u' in W columns. Then in augu(I)tt,

FD-rule for Z+W must be restrietedly'applied to v and an extension of
augu(T), but this eontradicts that no FD-rule ean be restrietedly applied to

augu(r)ee. Let I' = {rl, ..., riU{p'}, ..., rn}. Sinee augu(I') =

'

augu(I) U augu(p'), we ean obtain augu(I)f U augu(u') by a ehase proeess of
augu(I') under F. Note that the relation eontains the tuple v. Sinee p'[A]
f e, tuple v eonflicts with augu(u') for X . Y. This, however, eontradicts

thatRis eonsistent. '

Case2: Consider the case where after a number of variables have been

replaced with other variables by a number of applieations of FD-rules in F
to augu(!)ee, a variable ts replaeed wÅ}th a eonstant by an applieatSon of
FD•-rule for an FD in F. That is, suppose that we obtain a relation r by a
ee
number of non-restricted applications of FD-rules
for) F to augu(I) , where
eaeh applieation replaees variables with other variables. Then suppose that
there are two tuples T and v of r and an FD X +Y in Fj sueh that (1) T and

v agree in X eolumns, (2) T has a variable in A eolumn, and (3) v has a
eonstant c in A eolumn, where A is an attribute in Y. If T and v have the

same constants in X eolumns, then this case is reduced to Casel above.
Suppose that T and v have variables in X columns. Since by the teehnique of

the proof of Lernma2.1, eaeh non-restrieted applieation of FD-rule ean be

transformed into two restrieted applieations of the FD-rule by adding a
tuple to I, we ean obtain a database instance I of g (by adding some tuples

to I) sueh that eaeh non-restrieted applieation of FD-rule in the ehase
eeaugu(I) to r is replaeed with two restrieted applications of
process from
the FD-rule. Then augu(il)sc has the extensions of T and v that have the same

eonstants in X eolumns. Thus this ease is redueed to Casel above.
'
'
'
'

'
proof
of Lemma2 : suppose that there is a ehase proeess uo I-l=="=I-l> ...

=9====g> pm. Lemma2.7 follows from the following three facts (1)f (2), and
vm

(1) Addition: Suppose that Xk+Yk is in Fj and let X+Y be an FD in
eover(Xk + Yk). Consider a derivation. Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym, X+Y of V

88.

from Ri.'

Sinee uk.1 X=ts=:=Y=ts> pk and .B is consistent, tupie vk agrees with

Vk' '

pm in XkYk COIurnns, so in XY eolumns. Thus FD-rule for XÅÄY ean be
restrictedly applied to 'pm and vk.. Clearly pm remains unehanged by the
appiieation. That is, there is a ehase proeess po X=1=;=l-l!>' ... I-m-=l:=Irp> um
=====>' Pm.
Vk ''

(2) Deletion: Suppose that SeqUenCe Xl " Yl, ..., Xk.1 " Ykel,
Xk+1 + Yk+1, ..., Xm + Ym is a derivation of V from Ri. Then elearly there
xis .a ychase proeess uo X-'-1=i';X'l> ... i'ig:'!=gll'-ls1:'2> pk-i I'tst!=i-IX'.klt!> uE ...

=g====!> pril-1 such that prS.1 agrees with pm in V eolumns.

vm
(3) 2E-ggs}gpggh n : Suppose that sequenee Xl + Yl, ..., Xk+1 + Yk+1, Xk ' Yk,

..., xm + ym is a derivation of V from Ri and that Xk + Yk and Xk+1 + Yk+1

are Å}n Fj and FÅí, respeetively. Sinee (S) Xk.1 C-- RiYl...Yk-1, (ii) Vk
agrees with uk-1 in Riyl...yk-1 eoiumns, and (iii) vk ISts!2=1:=l-ltst!> vk.1,
tupie vk+i agrees with vk-i in xk.i eoiumns, so pk-i {ts!!=;=I-tstV!k>+ip'. since

Xk E!!•RiYi...Yk.-i and vk-1 l'lts=;=I'ts> uk, tuple p' agr,eeVsk"leith vk in xk
eoiumns, so p' l-ts=:-=I-ts> p,t. ciVekariy u" eoineides with pk+i. Thus there is
a e h a se pr o e e ss V

pko X= ! =:- =Y= 1 > .. . p k -1 X= tss ! =:' =I' tst ! > p ' I' ts= ; =X' ts> v k .1

X.lj!2.;.I.gtz, ... x-.rp.;.I.rp, ;th. vk+i vk
Vk+2

vrn

wProof of Lemma2 8: It suffices to show that for all Zt+Wt with
15 tS s, there is an FD Xk + Yk wi th 15 kS rn such that ZtWt S XkYk.
' + Ym is transformed into
Beeause if so, then the derivation Xl + Yl, ..., Xm

a derivation Xl +Yl, ..., Xm +Ym, Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws by s addition
'

operations, and then it is transformed into a derivation Zl + Wl, ...,

Zs ' Ws, Xl "Yl, ..., Xm +Ym by a number of exchange operations, and
finally it is transformed into the minimal derivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws
by m deletion operations. First we prove the following fact.
'
tt

'
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'

[FaetA.3] For the last FD Zs + Ws, there is an FD Xk + Yk with 1SkSm

sueh that ZsWsSXkYk. '
'
'
(proof) Suppose that there is no FD Xk + Yk sueh that ZsWs S XkYk. Then
'

we will show that " is not eonsi,stent. Suppose that Zs + Ws Å}s Å}n Fj.

There is an attribute A in VA Ws sueh that Zs +A is not implied by Fj -

{Zs+•Ws}. Beeause if there ts no sueh attribute A, then Zs+VAWs Å}s
Å}mplied by Fj - {Zs + Ws}, and thus by FaetA.2 in the proof of Lemma2.4, the

derivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws ean not be minimai. Sequence Xl + Yl, ...,

Xm+Ym, Zl+Wl, ..., Zs+Ws is a derivation of A from Ri s'ueh that
RiYl.t.Ym contains A, since V S RiYl...Ym. Let Hj be the interseetion of Fj

and {Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym, Zl + Wl, ..., Zs-1 + Ws.1}. Sinoe the
derivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws is minimal, there is no FD Zt + Wt with

1 S- tS s-1 sueh that ZsWs S ZtWt. And there is no FD Xk + Yk with
1 S k.S m such that ZsWs S XkYk by the assumption. Thus eover(Hj) does not

contain zs + Ws. Since Zs +A is not implied by Fj -{Zs + Ws}, Zs + Ws is
irredueible. ThusB is not eonsistent by Lernrna2.3. []
'
' '

The minimality of the derivation Zl + Wl, ..•, Zs + Ws of V froM Ri
implies that subsequenee Zl + Wl, ..., Zs-1 + Ws-1 is a minimal derÅ}vation

of Zs(V - Ws) from Rt. Since VC-. RiYl...Ym and ZsWs SIIXkYk for an FD

Xk + Yk by FaetA.3, sequenee Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym is a derivation of

Zs(V-Ws) fr'om Ri. By FactA.3 there is an FD XL+Yx sueh that
Zs.IWs-1 SiXscYl. In general, for eaeh FD Zt + Wt, there is an FD Xk + Yk
sueh that ZtWtS XkYk. Thus Lernrna2.8 has been proved.

Proof of Lemma2.10: Suppose that ZtWt +V is implied by eover(H) U Fi.
Let H' be a subset of eover(H) U Fi that implies ZtWt + V and assume that no

'
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proper subset of H'

implies ZtWt + V. We denote H'

= {Xl +Yl, ...,

Xm + Ym}, Where Xk + Yk is in 'Fpk for 1S kS m. Then H'
ZtWt + Yl...Ym and V S ZtWtYl...Ym, H'

FD X+Y in Fjt is in H', then H'

implies

is disjoint from Fjt. Beeause if an

implies ZtWt + XY. Then ZtWt + XY and

Zt . Wt implies Zt + XY, and thus XY S ZtWt by Assumption2.2(a). Thus H' ) of the minimalÅ}ty of H.
{X +Y} would imply ZtWt + V, a eontradiction
i
Sinee H' implies ZtWt + V and ZtWt C.- Rjt, there Å}s a derivation of V from
' a term Ejt[V]. We assume
Rjt eonsisting of the FDs in H'. Thus E eontains
without- loss of generality that Xl + Yl, ..., Xm + Ym is a derivation of V
from Rjt. By the following four facts, Ejt[V] ineludes Ei[V], that is, E is
equivalent to the expression obtained by removing the term EÅ}[V] from E.
(1)• By Lemrnas 2.7 and 2.8, Ejt[V] ineludes
(RjtX Rpl[XIYI] t>a ... X Rp.[x.y.])[v].

(2) Sinee H' implies not only ZtWt +V but also Rjt+ V,

(RjtX Rpl[XIYI] X ... X Rp.[X.Y.])[V] . is equivalent to
(Rjt[ZtWt] N Rpl[XIYI] N "' )<l Rp.[XmYm])[V]'

(3) Let Hl = H'A eover(H) and H2 = H'A Fi. Note that Hl and H2 are
disjoint and H' = HlV H2. We denote Hl = {Pl + Ql, ..., Pu + Qu} and H2 =
{Sl ' Tl, ..., Sv + Tv}, where PÅí + QÅí for 1S L S. u is in FqÅí. By the faet
that Hl C- cover(H), the der'ivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws is transformed into

a derivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws, Pl + Ql, ..., Pu + Qu by u addition
operations. By Lernma2.7,

'

(Ri X Rjl[ZIWI] X ... X Rj.[Z.W.] oo Rql[PIQI] b<t ... X Rq.[P.Q.])[V] ineludes
Ei[v]. .since expression Ri is equivalent to Ri >4 Ri[SITI] b<t ... X Ri[SvTv],

expression Ri X Rjl[ZIWI] X ... X Rj.[Z.W.] X Rql[PIQI] X ... X Rq.[PuQu] is
equivalent to Ri X Ri[SITI] tXl ... X Ri[S.T.] pa Rjl[ZIWI]N ... P<1 Rjs[ZsWs]

tXI Rql[PIQI]X ...NRqu[PuQu], whieh is transforrned into expression
Ri pa Rjl[ZIWI] X ... b<i Rjt-1[Zt"IWt-1] XRjt.1[Zt.IWt.1] X ... X Rj.[Z.W,]

X Rjt[ZtWt] b<S Rpl[XIYI]X...XRpm[XmYm], denoted E, by a permutation of
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the join sequenee. Note that join operation is eommutative and assoeÅ}ative.
Thus E[V] ineludes Ei[V].
(U) Since Rjt[ZtWt] N Rpl[XIYI] t>q .'.. X Rpm[XmYrn] is a subexpression of
E, expression <Rjt[ZtWt] oo Rpl[XIYI] X ,... ><i Rp.[X.Y.])[V] ineludes i;[V]. .

tt

'

'

'

'

-ProofofLemma211:SupposethatEiinaleontainsatermEi[V]andthatEi
is of the form Ri b<1 Rjl[ZIWI] b<1 ... b<I Rjs[ZsWs].' Let H = {Zl + Wl, ...,

Zs + Ws}. We show that there is a database instance I of 8 sueh that
Ei[V](I) eontains a tuple v and no other Ej[V](I) in Eiinal(I) contains the

tuple -p. We define I= {rl, ..., rn} as follows. (We ean show that I is a
database instanee of a in the same way as the proof of Lemma2.3.)

(1) ri eonsists of only one tuple that has a eonstant e in all the
column s. .

(2) For 1SjSs with j i i, iet {Pl +Ql, ..., Pp +Qp} be the
interseetion of Fj and {Zl ÅÄ Wl, ..., Zs + Ws}. Then let rj = {ul, ...,

pp}, where eaeh tuple pq for 1SqSp has the eonstant e in PqQq eolumns
and distinct eonstants in all other columns.

Let vo be a tuple of augu(ri). Then there is a ehase proeess vo
41..".Y2> vi 4e..'--Ye> ... ig=='-..ljg> vs sueh that vs has the eonstant c exaetiy

in RiWl...Ws eolumns. Thus Ei[V](I) contains a tuple p that has the
eonstant e in all the eolumns. Suppose that Ej[V](I) with j f i eontains
xthe

.t

yupie p, that is, there is a ehase proeess To I-l=i-:I-l> Ti I-4=IsX-g> ...

=rp==6-'=pe>

Tm SUeh that Tm agrees with u in V eolumns, where To is in

m
augu(rj). Then To has the constant e exaetly in ZtWt eolumns for some t
sueh .that Zt + Wt is in Fj. Suppose that Xk + Yk is in Fpk for 1SkS rn.

If pk = i, then Xk +Yk is in Fi and 6k has the eonstant e exactly in Ri
eolumns, and otherwise 6k has the ,eonstant e exaetly in ZqkWqk eolumns for
some qk.
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By the fact that eaeh eonstant exeept c oeeurs at most once in the
'

database I, To[Xl] = 61[Xl] implies that 61 has the eonstant e in Xl
eolumns, and thus Xl .C. ZtWt. If pl = i, then Xl + Yl is in Fi. If pl t i,
'
then it holds that XlSZqlWql,
and thUs Zql"Wql and Å~1 'Yl irnPlieS

Zql.t + WqlXIYI. It follOwS frOm AssumptiOn2.2(a) that XIYI S ZqlWql. Thus
Xl + Yl is Å}n cover(H). That is, Xl + Yl is in cover(H) U Fi. In general,
it holds that Xk Sll ZtWtYl...Yk-1 and Xk + Yk is in eover(H) U Fi. That is,
cover(H) U Fi irnplies ZtWt + Yl...Ym , so eover(H) U Fi implies ZtWt + V.

The fact that' Eiinal eontains the terrn Ei[V] implies that Eiinal does

'
not eontain the term Ej[V] by step (3) of Algorithrn2,U.
ThuS Efinal
'
eontains no redundant union. Sinee the derivation Zl + Wl, ..., Zs + Ws iS

rninimal, all the joins in Ei are necessary in order to extend vo to vs.
Thus E' contains no redundant join.
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APPENDIX 2

Proof of Lemma3.6 in Chapter 3
'
First we present a new inference rule for MVDs, called Rulel.
Rulel: {X ++ YIZ, XY ++ W(V), XZ ++ W(V>} implies X ++ W(V).

Let Yl =YA W, Y2 =Y- Yl, Zl =ZA W, Z2 =Z- Zl, Ul =W- YZ, and

U2 = V - XYZW.' Then Rulel '

is restated as "{X ++ YIY21ZIZ2,

'
XYIY2 ++ ZIUIIZ2U2, XZIZ2 ++ YIUIIY2U2} implies• X ++ YIZIUIIY2Z2U2." The

validity of Rulel follows from Figure A.1 below. Tn Figure A.1, we use
another inferenee rules for MVDs: Ru.le2 [Delobel 78] [Tanaka et al 79],
'
'
Projection, and Augmentation [Fagin 77] [Zaniolo 76].
Rule2: {X ++ YIZ, XY ++ ZIW} implies X ++ ZIYW.
.!tlggigg.!zeetz : X ++ YlZW implies X ++ Ylz.

ptt entt n:X++YIZWimpliesXZ++YIW.
In order to prove Lemma3.6, it suffiees to show that (1) D irnplies

X ++ Q and (2) there is no nonempty proper subset Q' of Q sueh that D

implies X ++ Q'. Sinee X ++ Pll...IPs implies U- PIP2 ++ P"P2 bY

Augmentation, •
U- PIP2 ++ PIIP2

U- P2 ++ Q(V) implies U- PIP2 ++ Q(V) by Rulel.
U - Pl +• Q(V)

Sinee X ++ PII...IPs implies U- PIP2P3 ++ PIP21P3 by Augmentation and
another inferenee rule for MVDs (Union) [Fagin 77] [Zaniolo 76],

U - PIP2P3 ++ PIP21P3

U- P3 ++ Q(V) implies U- PIP2P3 ++ Q(V) by Rulel.
U - PIP2 ++ Q(V)

By repeating this proeess, we have finally U - PIP2...Ps ++ Q(V). Thus D
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implies X ++ Q(V). If there is a nonempty proper subset Q' sueh that D
irnplies X ++ Q'(V), then D implies {U - Pl +ÅÄ Q'(V>, ..., U - Ps ++ Q'(V)}

by Augmentation. Thus for all i with 1SiS s, Q' is a union of sorne of
the bloeks in e7n.(U - Pi,V,D). This, however, eontradiets the minimality of
Q.

'

'

X ++ YIY21ZIZ2 XYIY2 ++ ZIUIIZ2U2 XZIZ2 ++ YIUIIY2U2

Projection Projeetion
'

'

++ YIY21Zl XYIY2 ++ ZllZ2U2
X " ,YIY2IZ2 XYIY2 X" ZIUIIZ2
X Ruie2 /
X Rule2/

X ++ YIY2ZIUIIZ2 X ++ ZllYIY2Z2U2
S Projeetion

`' J projection

X++ YIZIUIIZ2 X++ ZllY2Z2U2
• j, Augmentation
XZ2 ++ ZlIY2U2

X•. , XRule2 ,
XZ2 ++ YIZIUIIY2U2

Rule2
X ++ YIZIUIIY2Z2U2

ust AIDerivationof
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Rulel

APPENDIX 3

Proofs of Facts in Chapter 4

wwProofofFact41:Itsufficestoshowthefollowingtwofaets.
(1) For. eaeh Åí with 1 S 2S n, chase(rEU r'i,MÅí) satisfies FÅí.

'
(2) E(I') eontains p and v but does not eontain T.
First'

we prove faet (1). Sinee I = {rl, ..., rn} is a database instance of

' since rÅí gontains r2 V rL', it foUows
B, rz satisfies FÅí V MÅí. Furthermore,
from the definitÅ}on of the ehase that rÅí contains ehase(ri U r'Åí'fM2). Sinee
'
r2 sat'isfies F2, ehase(riU r'Åí',MÅí) satÅ}sfies Fk. Next we prove faet (2).
tt

By the definition of Ip. and Iv., E(Ip.) eontains u and E(Iv.) eontains v.

Thus E(I') eontains p and v. Sinee rÅí eontains ehase(rEUrll,MÅí), E(I)
eontains E(I'). Sinee E(I) does not contain T by the assumption, E(I') does
not contain T.

-proof of Fact4 2: Sinee (1) for eaeh of eolumn numbers Xl, ..., Xn, Zl,
..., Zrn, tuple uo has a different eonstant e from a!! other tuples of r and

(2) the left-hand side of eaeh MVD in M eontains at least one eolumn number
Of Xl,'

..., Xn, Zlf ..., Zm, it holds that ehase(r,M) - {uo} = ehase(F,M).

Furthermore since all tuples of F have the same eonstant u in W eolumn, all

tuples of ehase(F,M) also have the same eonstant u in W eolumn. That is,

chase(F,M) satisfies FD d: Yl...Ym + W. By the faet that po[Yl...Ym] =
1...1 and po[W] = v, ehase(r,M) (= chase(F,M) V {uo}) does not satisfy FD d

if and only if ehase(F,M) eontains a tuple r sueh that T[Yl...Ym] = 1...1.
Thus Fact4.2 follows.

Pr'oof of Fact4 : We show that if T'[Yi] = 1, then for some kf T'[Zi] =
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aik and T'[XilXi2Xi3] = vik[XilXi2Xi3] by induetion on the number of
applieations of MVD-rules for M when eornputing chase(F,M) frorn Y. Note that

{X", Xi2, Xi3} = {Vik[Xil], Vik[Xi2], Vik[Xi3]} makes Qi true.
Basis: Obvious.

Induetion: Let r' be a relation obtained by a number of applieations of
MVD-rules for M to r. Suppose that' for every tuple T'

of r'

, if T'

[Yi] = 1,

then r'[Zi] = aik and T'[XilXi2Xi3] = vik[XilXi2Xi3] for some k. ConsÅ}der
an application of MVD-rule for an MVD in M to r'. There are two eases to be

Casel: (An applieation of MVD-rule for MVDj with 1 5 j 5 n> Suppose that

.1
we have a new tuple T' by the applieation
of MVD-rule for
MVDj: Yl...YmZl...Zm ++ Xj to v and v oE r'.

'
suppose that T'[Yi] = 1. Sinee p[Yl...YmZl...Zm]
= v[Yl...YmZl...Zm] =
T'

[Yl...YmZl...Zm] by the definition of MVD-rules, it holds that p[yi] =

v[Yi] = 1 and p[Zi] = v[Zi]. Thus it follows from the induetion hypothesis
that p[XilXi2Xi3] = v[XilXi2Xi3] : vik[XilXi2Xi3] and p[Zi] = v[Zi] = aik,
and thus T'[XilXi2Xi3] = vik[XilXi2Xi3] and T'[Zi] = aik by the definitÅ}on
of MVD-rules. Thus Fact4.3 follows in this case.
Case2: (An application of MVD-rule for MVDi with n+1 S i S n+m) Suppose

that we have a new tuple T' by the applieation of MVD-•rule for

'
i p and v of r .
MVDi: XilXi2Xi3 ++ YiZi to

Suppose that T'[Yj] = 1. It follows from the definition of MVD--rules

that if i = j, then T'[XjlXj2Xj3YjZj] = p[XjlXj2Xj3YjZj], and otherwise
T' [XjlXj2Xj3YjZj] = V[XjlXj2Xj3YjZj]. In both eases, Faet4.3 follows from
the induction hypothesis.

wPr'oof of Faet4 4: Suppose that FL implies an FD Y+A and that rÅí
eontains two tuples v and T such that v[Y] = T[Y]. !t suffiees to show that
.t '
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v[A] =. T[A]. Since rÅí contains two tuples v and T, there are two
'
' of R2 in E suf)h that v = u[Ulill)] and T = p[Uiig)].
occurrenees
Rki. and Rkj

Sinee "[Y] = T[Y] implies p[Y(i)] = p[Y(j)], B(i) and B(j) for eaeh B in Y
'
are in the same bioek in' PLfinal by the definition of u. Thus it holds that
'
Y C.- W,'where W is the set defined in step (ij-i) of Algorithm4.1. Sinee
'
tt

Y+A and YC-W imply W+A, A is in 3}(W,FÅí). By step (4eiii) of
Aigorithm4.1, A(i) and A(j) must be in the same block in PLfinal. Thus
p[A(i)] = v[A(j)] by the definition of v, that is, v[A] = T[A].

' FD Y+A and that rÅíU rÅí
Proof of Fact4 : Suppose that FÅí irnplies an
'

eontains two tuples v and T such that v[Y] = T[Y]. rt suffiees to show that
'
v[A] = T[A]. There are three eases to be eonsidered.
9gggL: Suppose that v = pl[Uili)] and T = pl[uilg)] (i i j). Then v[y] =
T[Y] irnplies pl[Y(i)] = pl[)C(j)].Z
Thus pl[A(i)] = J
pl[A(j)] by Faet4.4, that
is, ttv[A] = T[A]. Similarly,' if v = p2[UÅíl)] and T= u2[Ulil.)], then v[A] =
T[A].

case2: suppose that 'v = ui[uEl)] and T = v2[uli;)]. Then v[y] = T[y]
implies vl[Y(i)] = p2[Y(i)]. Thvs Y(i)S S by the definition of ul and u2.

Sinee EÅí implies Y+A, FY) (and also' F) implies Y(i) +A(i). Thus
y(i) + A(i) and Y(i) S! S imply S+ A(i), and thus 3(S,F) contains A(i).
'
Sinee
S = 3(X,F) = S(S,F) by the definition of closures, S eontains A(i).

Thus vl[A(i)] = u2[A(i)] by the definition of pl and p2, that is, v[A] =
T[A].
'
'
S2aseti:
Suppose that v = yl[ulil'I)] and T = u2[Ulil.)] (i l j). Then v[Y] =

T[Y] irnplies vl[Y(i)] = u2[Y(j)]. Thus pl[Y(i)] = pl[Y(j)] = v2[Y(i)] =

p2[Y(j)] by the definition of pl and u2. Thus vl[A(i)] = ul[A(j)] =
p2[A(i)] = p2[A(j)] by Cases 1 and 2 above, that' is, v[A] = T[A].
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,P=-,,y`,-,t.-t-=) .=;" troof of Faet4 6: Let 1 be a database instanee of & Let U= {1, ...,

deg(Eo)' ,} and let Z = U - YW. Suppose that Eo[A = B](I) eontains two'tuples

p and v such that p[X] = v[X], p[YW],i v[YW] and p[Z] i v[Z]. It,suffiees
to show that Eo[A = B](I) eontains a tuple T sueh that T[X] = p[X] = v[X],
T[Z] = p[Z] and T[YW] = v[YW], that is, Eo[A = B](1) satisfies X ++ YW.

Sinee Eo[A = B](I) Sl Eo(l), relation Eo(I) contains p and v. Sinee
X ++ Y and X ++ W imply X ++ Z by inferenee rules for MVDs [Beeri et al 77],

Eo(I) satisfies X ++ Z, and thus Eo(r) eontains a tuple T sueh that T[X] =

p[X] = v[X], T[Z] = p[Z] and T[YW] : v[YW]. Slnce tuple v of Eo[A = B](I)

satisfies DEQ A=B, tuple T aiso satisfies DEQ A=B. Thus T is in
Eo[A = B](I).

'
usP
f f t4 : Sinee for no tuples u and v of ri, y and v agree in 123

eolumns, ri satisfies FD 123 + 4, and thus Io is a database instance of B.
Sinee ri contains exaetly all the tuples that are defined by VEQs appearing
in Ei, Ei(ri) = {6Sl)6S•5)6S•g)e,...6SZ)6S•7,)6Sg)e,6S•9)6S•8,)6S83)c,}, and thus

Es(lo) (= El(rl) Å~ ... Å~ Em(rm)) is not empty.

Suppose that I' = {ri, ..., rth} is a database instance of 3 consisting

of S2 sueh that Es(T') is not empty. Sinee r{• must eontain all the tuples

that are defined by VEQs appearing in Ei, r{ eontains ri. If r{ is
di.fferent from ri, then there is a tuple T of r{ that is not in rl. Sinee

ri[123] contains all the possible eight tuples eonsisting of S2 by the

deflnxtzon of ri, there is a tuple T of ri that agrees with T in 123
eolumns. Sinee T' is different from T, T' does not agree with T in 4
eolumn, and thus r and T' does not stitisfy FD 123 + U. This, however,
eQntradiets that ri• satÅ}sfies FD 123 + 4. Thus r{ eoineides with ri. By

the diseussions above, Io is the only database instanee of g sueh that
Es(Io) is not empty.
'

'

'
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